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'The topography is gently sloping, though steeply dissected 

&roe do occur. This is an area of savannath vogetation, 

the *aomo corr4do*, mArkte4 1y lowi treab ind shruln, An4 

by g411lcy orCcia 11hiltj T-I&C w(Itercoz cl T110 40joer

#1 &op'dct or ttc landI 16 ufl ut vabt bp4ces only occa

siOnally thArkOL Lay qay atjtt Ot OkAi'. 

tie*ti I ~ t~1~~~ It~attinq factors for 

.qrlaultwsa a4vc!Gv*=b 4b any jp4rt of ti*a regJion vWf 

OWd t&%$, it ah - .rrg~a*US.aCUua4 acvmc.d i 

fo*b t I I *%I *at= t$Ii a i a~ u I yhI!mjo* c8;c h I-)~ 
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The twy.cal environment 

The bulk of the Control Plateau consists of a bas
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cycle#.
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which may help reduce current application requirements. 

Zn oomparison with other parts of the world, the fertil

ity problems associated with soils of the Central Plateau 

of Brazil will be some of the most severe and costly to 

correct. 

The aluminum problem may be partially resolved
 

through the use of amendments. Hligh quality limestone is 

abundant and cheap In the aiea. Limestone applicadtions 

have been thade to reduce boll 61uminum concentrations to 

levels not detrimental to Crop yrowtil. Ufortullately, 

jimoetone appli ctbonb are only etfactlve to the depth to 

which the llimbtuna may ,1t pr4ctically incorporatold, pra

sont Iy 4 t t' *, JO oii. rI'uI: ofop b0Z h xlt3 C Olu5 Cotton 

and aoy c;sio , tiic t-putiiitj patteI*st tiavo Icoji obsoerved to 

Parallel I4cpthn ,ic (4LNil, 1'74). For 

the, cropa, t tjuoi oil uhifth maiy he apitod for 

wstor 4ti4 tiotrivtda ot terctivoly lmitd to the depth 

to which Itmeonan may be applied.
 

in eneral, there are no @limatic barriers to human 

settlopm"t 4"4 PUIlAtioft at tho Contr4 Pl tlau. How

eer. the a ib Oistrata;rtisad ihy milat04 vat *ti dry 

89#0000. the lattelr)stittj t4Vo 4bthtbk. 111| KAY unwtil
 

ftp to 4Aer , 'tf-. 4ty 0otDO C'Aimca 4f it I e 4a10V 1#* in
 

the PCO4MWton' 4144001i)lity 4#04 n,*irition~l ValUV of
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native grasses, and this in turn is the major constraint
 

on the development of even extensive cattle operations.
 

Most reports recognize a need for dry season irri'

gation to sustain production and to support a stable
 

agriculture in the region. (For example, see Landers
 

ot al., 1967, and Codeplan, 1971). Conventional measures 

of wet season water adequacy would indicate that the 

area receives ample raintall. However, rainfall distri

bution is erratic and thin will be shown to have a pro

found effect upon the production of intensively cropped
 

species which are sensitive to the soil aluminum.
 

More detailed aspects of the climate will be dovel

*ped in Chapter 11.
 

!lydroloqy 

The rLstrict is a source of water for three major 

South Amrican drainage basins. Approximately 5/0 of 

the area of the D)istrict drains South through the ParanA 

and Plata byotmo, 2/8 to the Northeast throujh the
 

Sbo Yranclaco ayntam, and I/8 to the North throuJh the 

Tocantins and Amaton )4tvars. 

boc41ea ot a h/Olrolot~jie balanl In which wet season 

precipitation ax'ceson averaj 400 - t,00 mm Oalchar, 

1955, and 1'runtol. 191ti), ritot streams fltw year-round.
 

In fact, wator ha And cti llcsIoS to Im a footon aourfQ
 

Of power for alactricity on many remote ftauudao (ranches).
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Water generated power from the local man-made dam was
 

the first source of electricity for the City of Brasilia.
 

Subterranean water is also thought to be abundant
 

jPruntel, 1975). However, detailed studies of the util

ity of this supply in relation to agricultural demands
 

have not been made. 

Vegetation '
 

The native vegetation on the Central Platean is
 

omwonly known as *cerrado", which in Portuguese moans 

*closed' or "enclosed". Although corrado is a type of 

upland savainnah, the vegetation is enclosed in the sense 

that tho gratiiInnd is covered by trees and low shrubs of 

varying donuities. 

In the riold, corr4do typo vegetation is referred 

to by one of tho following structural types: 

1. Campo Linmo 

Increaninq
2. Campo :u]) 


3, 	 Campo Corrado / orcefntaq canopy cover 

Numbor of troas4. Corrado 

5. Corrad~u 	 AvoraaI he(Iht of the stand 

l@d diotinctions aro subj-ctlvc Iic; crtain obnervors 

May be At homa with isom but not all of tho structural 

types. Correlation has boon made btwoon highor nutrient 

exoellent information on thee vegetative type is con

tained in Uiton (1972). 
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status of the soil and increased density of the vege

tative form (toward cerraddo), but there is.not yet 

positive evidence of cause and effect between nutrient 

status and structural type.
 

Trees and shrubs are unique in a cerrado. Almost
 

all are semideciduous, losing a portion of their leaves
 

in the dry season. Generally leaves are large and thick.
 

Bark is thick and often cork-like and fire resistant.
 

Trunks and branches of the woody plants are twisted and
 

kna;.led in Bonzai-like distortions. Experts differ on
 

the reasons for the tortuosity, with fire and limited
 

rooting zones having been advanced as hypotheses. Root

ing zones of the species are enigmatic as well. While
 

the trees must presumeably have deep rooting zones to
 

resist the dry season, they are easily knocked over in
 

land clearing operations. 

While cerrado covers the great majority of the up

land part of the Central Plateau, along the numerous
 

small streams gallery forests predominate. At springs
 

or along wet spots, palm groves occur. Certain species
 

of palms are used by many as a selection criteria for
 

the best land.
 

Thosis Organization
 

This thesis presents the results of a year and a
 

half of water oriented research conducted across the
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subject areas of-meteoroiogy,' soils and agronomy. The
 

Brasilia area has been used as:a sinfgle,:,point location 

for the research; corn has been used 'as ,the single test 

crop. Results are most applicable to that immediate area 

and crop, but the research-and agricultural ,technology 

"padkage which 'develop from this and other studies will in
 

time -be applied and tested throughout the region.'
 

/", The organization of this dissertation will-be as
 

-follows:
 
"
 Chapter II will be a'climatic assessment of
 

water adequacy for cropping during the wet season.
 

Detailed climatic information will be presented.
 

Chapter III presents results of research on
 

the soil-water properties of soils where agronomic
 

experimentation was conducted.
 

Chapter IV describes the cropping methodology
 

fo, dry and wet season field experimentation.
 

Chapter V presents results regarding a) the
 

effect of soil-water stress upon yield, and b), the
 

relationship between yield and the various water
 

treatments.
 

Chapter VI describes the relationships between
 

evapotranspiration and water utilization, and the
 

various climatic parameters. The potential for.
 

.
:cropping in the dry versus the wet season wilI bes
 

discussed.
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Chapter VII describes the results from exper

:iments having two depths of limestone incorpora

tions and various levels of water adequacy. Nu

.tritional and water hypotheses to account for
 

.yielddifferences will be discussed.
 

Chapter VIII brings together data from earlier
 

chapters to assess the need for wet season irriga

tion in Central Brazil.
 

Chapter IX discusses the implications of these
 

results upon the development process in the region
 

andisuggests possible options to reduce the con-


Astraints caused by water inadequacies.
 



CUNAMR II
 

Introduction
 

The Federal Zxportmnt Stattono Batagio ftpertue

tal do Braillia (EtU), at PlAnalln4a, P.P,, Is | t4 

at an elev4tion of 1010 a at dtitte 15' A' t, la4

tude 47" 42' W. The arda 1=i G a *Uziic* " 

.dry soaon from may until -cpta.cI f=*ctt a i4*I 

in the aroa, limited as It Is, id t +i+itc tz qi 

wet season. but avail durl~lj t1l1 464b . V,) wa**a af 

more without rain+it i t rhiot to &*.#| 

ly as a "VllrrsItto o0 ! :-.+ Ca I 

season correapundaI to th im jr 4ft t I - 4C k+ j 6i' 

the effect of these dry alalls way t= t€vott. tut ,;*=
 

plo, the 1960-6'I crop yrr liati iijila that-i
 

tall, but thure VOIC I Vcckd vIthu'41 Saih Ih JaJaij%
 

Were it not for tIF,'Jatjt1 iu the c&k5 :ucht! ttI)u4 4 

yant Wtiult hav, ti+-ch itots th 410)-J1corn crop that 

rainfall wn halt th: avcriaja ahti tho imcb i*hI+4 +T 

crop thatz yod~r war lost. 

The lrinelial o')lottlvo or hti aithispta op to*4 

termino tho adtjunty or w tor tor fI 4wfl t* 

wet season, througjhi 

1. An analysis of the likelihood of ovnMeM 
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At tbese winteoro hours andIstitu~s, at'.I! 

*.mmrs 11-14 hours. 1.401 ot 44y lengjth variance to no~t 

a tacto waith bptcias and varities whose~votopteriod 

is day length 1nabIn*1LLve, a$.q. new yarietioo ut corn, 

On Cho. othetr hosd lua vaieie Ut b ~4nat no 

ciont day ltajti. Ii sit ut iihuortes 4iyb, averageo in

riche av sbT4&dtit tacot4ti indc-ite tcrn4@tcy tor' 

bigh 0V~por~ttuA. 4U0 to ).cnv.e htuidity duing~ IJt dry 

600asobt a L4 Ubdy de* t," a1vactIivo attctr. It should 

be not,%4 thaSt H1Ljiv tceottla do #iLu1 correlate att4I(ctofw 

ity tth elasi A p~ 4ata 4tot itat, 147j) , n~ot tU*he 

#teru jO'Ceg46of IVr 1b A P4As #V4pOtataOn Of 1*014t radii

tio are OVma4aa04e, 

Waithr 4 tot the 19n for 1973-74 or* given in 

tblo 4, ter **pucto at the ve,4hor dtring this peri

oid At*hiIvb i~i t4is they 4ittiir.4 apcri~l 

froo ';*a #arvc#g *4 444 a Sla4ati~l ottavt ~.onof h 

1. msw tointoll !n "#PtPmbo 197) woo tho second 
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FAX 1974 
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Table 

3.4 

104.6 

318.2 


183.6 

140.0 

174.3 

103.3 

506.4 

140.2 


23.7 
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hmm 


4 M 

cmsma
 

er 


-it 

7.14 

6.47 

4.75 

5.22 

S.59 


5.67 

S.24 

4.92 

4.97 


4.53 


Data for 

.s 


1.09 


0.3S 

0.8al 

0.67 

0.10 

0.92 

0.90 

0.380 

O.85 

0-85 


0.90 


1973-74 

iSar 

Estafio 3apwrlmewtal 4w Brasilia 

X TvmF Max Temp man II I 

354 

43S 16.0 27.8 21.9 

4S1 16.0 29.4 22.7 

425 17.4 30.2 23.8 

370 17.7 26.4 22.0 

411 18.1 26.S 22.3 

433 17.2 26.3 22.0 

441 17.4 26.8 22.1 

4S3 17.2 27.S 22.4 

340 17.7 25.7 21.7 

416 17.0 27.4 22.2
 

416 15.9 26.4 21.2
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highest in 47 years of record. The rains were
 

almost contiU6ou eonuiencing on 23 September, 

and signaled an abr,,pt and untimely und to the
 

dry season. This 4lo ended irrigation treat

ments for the dry season; after thia date, all 

water treatments became identical. 

2. 	 Precipitation was recorded for every day in 

March 1974, and totaled 506 mm or 2254 of the 

average. This wan the hiqheat amount for 

arch in the 45 years of racor4.. The effect 

upon croppinq at the rxpr.mont !tation (and 

reionally) was havore. The wet, weather pro

vldod a humid uivi runment conduct va to the 

sproad of Northern Leaft lltlit, which attacked 

the corn. IttCaubd Of the rntI, toliar sprays 

to control the dtteatia and itnestlc were Inoe

tOctiVe and ylOld uttrCd qrVatly. 

3. 	 Rains wret unutsuaily wall diatrihuted through-

OUt tho rflm lIA)llhJ ititIfilt bOl t hat tho lonf eot 

dry p riod wain Only II dayo. V"itt kept the 

crops unusually well tsupllld with water, and 

thereby limited the attect vsonot of control 

or non-lrriljated treAtmento to show the effetes 

of varAnicooe. 

Probabilities tit Veranicop 

Probability analyses hove been ued a groat deal In 
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Two types of studies
studying precipitation phenomena. 


The conare common, the continuous and the discrete. 


amounts of precipitatinuous usually deals with total 


tion, while the discrete deals with p)ersi,tance and/or
 

short term sequences of precipitation events. Among the 

former, a comwnon approach isi one which makes use of 

yearly, monthly or weekly Iprtcipitattion tutals to evalu

for tipecified periods.ate precipitation probabilities 

this approach can be founa in "Precipita-An example of 

tion Probabilities for Mi itiiipj)1" (McWhorter et al. 

method i3 one of dcetermining parameters1966). Their 

to-, the incomplete qamma dititribution and, u.,;ing this 

probab. l).tiet for |, riod-upecifdistribution, aa1S±In 3.nt 

ic rainfall amountli. Short term tequence analyses (dis

made Feyerhermcrate) of precipitation eventa have been by 

Winer (1965), and van Bavel and Vorlindenand Dark (1965), 

(1956), amonq others. 

In reviewinq precipitation data for the Brasilia 

the author felt that an analysis based upon wet
are, 


raintall aviounts was not aat isfactory in describseason 

ing tho severi ty and location In time of wet 	 iWanlon
 

examplo,
droughts which wor-o common to thei artia. For 


figuro 2 i a graph of computod zoil-water storago vs
 

yearn btocfiUtItt '-month wettime' for two chOosr the 

8oil-wator otorago vs time was empirically doteomined
 I 
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continued.
 

using the formula:
 

SWSn = SWSn_1 + PreciPn - ETn I .
 

Actual precipitation data for the years plotted were
 
used together with estimates of ET. The following
 
assumptions have been used to determine ET and to
 
calculate soil-water storage:
 

1. 	 Crop rooting was for a 60 cm profile. (This
 
root zone stores 70 mm of available water.
 
See Chapter III.)
 

2. 	 A 5-m~rth growing season was assumed, with a
 
planting date of November 1.
 

3. 	 Base ET was assumed to be 5. mm/day. This
 
value was obtained from Prunitel (1975), who
 
calculated Penman constants for the Brasilia
 
area using 11 years of data. His average
 
for the 5-month wet season is 5.1 mm/day.
 

4. 	 Base ET was modified to account for crop
 
stage and soil-water influences on ET.
 

a) 	 Crop stage modifications follow:
 

Crop 	Stage (days
 
after planting) 	 ET (mm/day)
 

Less than 35 	 1.7
 
35-50 1.7 + .127(crop stage - 35) 
51-70 	 0.072(crop stage)
 
71-108 	 5.1
 

109-120 5.1 - (crop stage - 108)(.28)
 
more 	than 120 1.7
 

Modifications were based in part on experimen

tal data shown in figure 25.
 

b) 	 Soil-water modifications follow:
 

http:108)(.28
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continued.
 

Soil-Water
 
Storage (mm) ET (mm/day)
 

28-70 Independent of soil-water status 
and dependent only on crop stage. 

6-28 ."(ET from Crop Stage)(mm in 
storage)/28 

Less than 6 1.0 

Modifications were based in part on experimen
tal data shown in figure 17. 28 mm of soil
water storage corresponds to 60% soil-water
 
depletion or average root-zone tensions of
 
1/2 bar. Models for this type of relation
ship between ET and soil-water content have
 
been proposed by Closs (1958), Slatyer (1956),
 
and Wartena and Veldman (1961).
 

5. 	 Maximum soil-water storage was limited to 70
 
mm,
 

6. 	 Soil-water storage on November 1 equaled 70 mm.
 

,A comparison of actual and computed soil-water storage 
vs time is presented in figure 3. In general, the com
puted storage closely follows the actual. 

70
 
0
 
43
 

30-	 Actual
 

: :.	 :: ... i,' , Computed . 

-H 10 
.Nov Dec Jan Feb, Mar 

,,Figure 3 A Comparison of Computed Soil-Water Stor
.	 age vs Time from Rainfall Data for 1953-54,
 

with Actual Soil-Water Storage vs Time from
 
Field Data Taken from Irrigation Treatments
 
which Simulated Rainfall in that Year.
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50 ' 	 "' 

a~i. . 1955-56" " 

X..ecip= 1076
 

10
 
I 14., 

Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar.
N
 
0) 

.4J!
 

070
 

50.
 

Precdp 1106 

o10
 

Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar.
 

.-Figure 2. 	 Computed Soil-Water Storage vs Time for Two 
Years in Which 5-Month Precipitation Totals 
were Similar. A 60-cm Root Zone has ,Been 
Assumed. 
 * 



season precipitation amounts for each were nearly the
 

same. Vastly different soil-water conditions occurred
 

because in 1949-50 the rains were well distributed
 

whereas in 1955-56 they were not.
 

Furthermore, water treatments in wet season field
 

experiments were geared to breaking veranicos of vari

ous lengths (or on sequences of dry-days) and it seemed
 

logical to analyze the weather data in a similar manner,
 

and later to link weather record analysis and results
 

of field experimentation. Therefore, rainfall data have
 

been analyzed in a discrete manner based upon sequences 

of dry days. This approach is one which places omphasis 

on rainfall distribution vis-a-vis amount. 

A dry day may be defined as a day receiving los 

than a certain amount of rainfall, hereafter called the 

-"threshold". The purpose of this definition is to avoid
 

designating a day as a wet one when rainfalls are small
 

and relati ely unimportant to growing crops. Others have
 

used the threshold concept to draw the line between dry
 

and wet days, (eg. Ison et al., 1971; Chatfield, 1966j
 

Hershfield, 1970; Lowry and Guthrie, 196a). For thin
 

analysis the threshold has been set at 5 mm, which moans
 

that a day receiving 5 mm or more of precipitation will 

be considered a wet day. In actuality, daill precipita

tion totals were rounded to the nearest millimeter prior 

to data coding for computer analysis and a day with more 
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OWe of dry days. I%@ oqenne of a wet dy foll

mod by *a* day without ra 64 then another wet day 

woeld b ooe tod a a -,day dry spell, The averae 

*"mAer of dry spells per vet 0s6om Va ,ppoitatoly 

Is an those rmsed frrm dry *pell* 149004 * single day 

to a dry spell of )? days in 1960-61. 

Table 6 iS a oqWV'wr print out of the results froM 

this asalysis for the vet #4o in rUitia. Cainio I 
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Colins Wa 7 *a* tho Conditional probbilitio 

that, ivent dry spell, it will last n days, or a days 

or loner, respeatively. From the definition of cond

tional probability, 
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FP(Dn )
 

P(DnjD) " P(D)
 

It tollOws that P(Dn) - P(DntD).x P(D)o where# 

P(Dn) Probability of a dry spell of length n.
 

-
P(D) , Probability of a dry day. .625 

P(DnID) * Conditional probability that, given a dry 

day, 	 the dry ,pll will last n days, or 

n days or lonejur. (Coluuiti 3 and 7) 

Use ot conditional probability and colunua 3 and 7 will 

be illustrated through a -izrao of que~tions and answers. 

I. 	 What io the probability that it today its dry, 

it will be wet tomorrow? .395)J 

2. 	 What it tha probnhillty th.it it today is dry 

it will bo dry tomortow and It will be wet on 

the 	following day:' .2022 

3o 	 What its the probability that it today is dry 

it will continue to 1,v dry tor oxactly 7 morS 

days? (U-day dry apall) .0254 

4. 	 What its te pto.tililli.y that it today in dry 

it will ('olitilfwot It )a dry tor at least 7 

So 	 What io ttho pilob)ahlity that a certain day 

Will UO dry and that tho dry spell will last 

only on# dy? 

plot ) * (.3901.435) * .247 

6. Wiat to the prot tltty that a ortain day 
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Vill be dry and that the dry spell will last 

exactly 5 days? 

P(D 5 ) - (.0525)(.625) - .033 

7. 	 What is the probability that a certain day
 

will be dry and that the dry spell will last
 

at least 5 days? 

P(D) 5) - (.2324)(.625) - .1453 

S. 	 What is the probability of two dry spells of 

5 days or longer? (.14S3) (.1453) - .0211 

Columns 4 and 8 qive thc avt rapo numbtr of dry spells 

of length specified, or of l'njth tipticitiod or longer, 

respectively, for the avernot? yti;r. Thct-. numbers are 

the totals from columns 2 and ,i , tlivided 1by 4). I1 the 

hypothttcal avaraqa year we wout ld ctjxoct two( dry spells 

of oxaetly 4 days and throi dy spollt (it If days or long

ore two dry uplls(i ot 10 days or longjr and ont- dry speall 

of 13 days or lofrjer. 

Colunuiti and 9J arc taturn partotit tor tho numbor of 

yearS to exp i 'lneo ; dry spla tit tho spcltitlcd lantjth, 

or the o pa'ittcdi lclJtht or Ol( WjaI, etipactivoly. Theme 

nlhJboro Ara laciploztw 6 10t $$,€*lr cotIM1j011tc oS tha III 4 

and 0. lit-y aps) a tit Iti ur iion nvay axpactWid14ayit bel 

every 3 1/2 yearp, tit , ysn in 7) a dry titol 143ttng 

3 days tr mota va~i ho tpvotId I yaa#rv l 7. thara voe 

Sixi dry sjsslla tit Aji laya i or witts, tit the 41 yuaro of 

record. Ti** 4ata hays tisin ou~wariaod in tal 7. 
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Although 	the frequency of dry spell occurrences
 

has been determined, it remains very difficult to ap

ply this information, other than qudlitatively, to the
 

effect upon cropping. Reasons for this will be covered
 

in Chaptec VIII.
 

Table 7 	Frequency of Wet-Season Dry Spells of
 
Various Lengths, or Longer, for Brasilia
 
Based Upon 42 Years of Record.
 

DRY-SPELL 
(Days)-

FREQUENCY 

8 3/Year 

10 2/Year 

13 I/Year 

iS 2 Years in 7 

22 1 Year in 7 

Tm Distribution of Dry Day 

Whether or not dry days occur more frequently dur-

Ing one period ot the rainy season is a question %*Mch 

has important wroo(it litioJicAtionis. It no o11 time 

period lo rovaala4 an4 tho wm)ot likoly for ahoft droughts, 

maqoMant oit lonts for M1lIl1milti tJ ~tha)r [Ofctu muot be 

cla(otiorn, deeprVotre1tcd to pratican *ucn t varictal 

.p t1ot ime~at Irsr lJgt ion.InoorporAt awosituf n 

cortalts time tmat 10d vaii li pItotiototad Amza likolyIf a 

one for a voranico, othor manAgomont optiono exist for 
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risk minimization, such as varying date of planting.
 

For certain other crops, for example, hay, knowledge
 

of the most likely time for dry spell occurrence would
 

be of advantage in planning farm operations to take ad

vantage of likely dry spell occurrence.
 

For the 5-month period November 1 to March 31,
 

precipitation data were analyzed to determine if any 

one period or periods were most likely for the occurr

ence of dry days. A continuous record of 42 years of 

precipitation data from the EEB, Brasilia and Formosa 

were analyzed for this objective. Days were numbered 

sequentially from 1 (November 1) to 151 (March 31), and 

for each day the number of occurrences of dry days (max

imum - 42) were counted using a simple computer program. 

The program permitted varying the criteria for a dry
 

day, so that a dry day might be defined ai receiving
 

less than a minimum threouhold prt.cipltdtion. For exam

ple, using a 5 nun thretihold, a day receiving 0 - 4.9 mm 

of precipitatloll would be consuidtired dry, whoreas a day 

recOiving ! ni or more would lo coniderted wett. Tho 

analyni wau purform-d tor precipitatlon threnhold, from 

I to 10 am. Por tho thrunhold of 2 sun, thi counting 

program rovoalad that ,I of' th, daytt from Novmbor 1 to 

March 31 would bo conatidere'1 dry. Tho porcontao of dry 

days rooo to 62 and 73% au th threshold wa raised to 

5 and 10 mvm, respectively. 
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'
 ,
Regardless of threshold, visual analysis of the"
 

results indicated a tendency for the 20-day period be

ginning 27 December to have a larger percentage of dry
 

That 20-day
days compared to periods before or after. 


period was divided into two 10-day periods, and the en

compassing 140-day period from November 7 to March 26
 

was divided into 14 ten-day periods for the purposes of
 

statistical analysis. The average percentage of dry
 

days for each period were determined for precipitation
 

While the percentage of
thresholds of 2, 5 and 10 mm. 


dry days increased for the 10 mm threshold, fewer diff

-- this an indierences between period means were noted 


cator of an induced tendency toward period homogeneity
 

caused by ignoring rains of less than 10 mm.
 

An analysis of variance was run by considering each
 

10-day period as a treatment and each day as one of 10
 

repetitions. The null hypothesis, that there were no
 

differences in period means, was tested and rejected by
 

generating the F statistic which was significant, for
 

Duncan's new muleach threshold, at the 0.0001 level. 


tiple range test was performed at the 5% level of sig

nificance, a very acceptable level for ascertaining
 

statistical differences in means for metereological
 

events. Statistical differences between period means
 

are shown in table 8 for the 5 mm threshold. Means for
 

periods connected by lines are not significantly differ
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ent,.:while period means not joined by the same line are
 
significantly different. For the 5 mm threshold, the
 

20-day "eriod,was 'sinifcantly dier.tai!he 10-day 

period, before'it, and January .6-15I'was :.significantly 

drier than January 16-25. . -

The same data are presented in histogram forM, in 

figure 5, and show a sharp,' increa'se,in-the average;,.-um 

ber of dry days for the 20-day period, December ;27-to-'. 

-
The average number,Of dry days for'that-. ,'!January 15. 

period is most similar! to the number of dry'days for, 

This latter period signals the'transition,March 7-26. 


to the dry season-. (April's average precipitation; is4'
 

less than half-of March's.) Moreover, the statistical"
 

measures and visual evidence presented 
indicate that .::
 

27 December to 15 January is considerably different from
 

either before or after. It also5may
they lda. periods 


be noted that the period December 17-26 is one of an
 

I .unusually large, number of wet days. 

I comparisons are made on the basis of precipita

tion amounts during 10-day intervals, 
similar results-,' 

are obtained. Figure 6 is a graph of 10-day wet season
 

, . 
, . I ' ,precipitation totals,' together with a conventional his

totals.. It is noteworthy that thetogram; of, monthly 

te'dency for wet'season ':veranicos-remains hidden in the
 

mont I means.
 

The';.conolusions. from these,analyses are as follows: 



Table 8 Mean Percentage of Dry Days by Time Period
 
S., 	 for the 5-mm Rainfall Threshold for Brasilia.
 

Means for Periods Connected by Lines are not
 
Significantly Different; Period Means not
 
Joined by the Same Line are Significantly
 
Different.
 

-Time Period 
Mean Percentage 

of Dry Days 

Mar 17-26 70.7 
Jan 6-15 69.3 
Mar 7-16 66.7 
Feb 5-14 65.7 
Feb 25-Mar 6 65.0 
Feb 15-24 64.8 
Jan 26-Feb 4 64.0 
Dec 27-Jan 5 
Jan 16-25 
Nov 7-16 
Dec 7-16 

63.8 
60,0 
59.5 

-58.6 I 
Nov 27-Dec 6Nov 17-26. 58.6

56.0. 

Dec 17-26 45.2 

IA 

tP5 0 

4J4 

Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. March 

Figure 5 -Mean Percentage of Dry Days by Time Period',for, 
- 'the 5-mm Rainfall*Threshold'for.;Brasilia., 
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i~'igure ,6 Histograms of 42-Year Average Rainfall Amounts
 
for Brasilia, Presented as Monthly Totals (Top)
 

.. (Bottom).
,.and 10-Day Totals 
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I. There are signifinot statistical difforsavo 

between lO-day periods of the rainy .4ao 

vhen analysis in portoramd on tho btsLs of 

moan nuwvber of dy day* rus aioaiiud.c=ch 

2. Evidence is reported of a weak ta-mada rah

fall distribution tter lsiftiiar to other 

places in the troplcn (eg. Naitobt, bangkok, 

and 	Bogota).
 

3. 	 The 20-day priod from Docember 27 to January 

15 has been singled out as having a lartior 

number of dry days than periods either before 

or after. This oupports the local ,ellct thot 

certain times during the wet nondon are more 

likely than others for the occurrence of 

veranicon. 

4. 	 The tendency for wet season dry *polls is 

hidden in the monthly precipitation means. 

That these dry spelln occur In only 2ovealed 

when monthly meann are dinsected and analyses 

performed on a shorter time banin. 

To confirm these ronults, the time distribution of
 

parameter, longest dry spell, diucunned earlier, was
 

plotted in time and is presented in figure 7. This graph
 

plots when veranicos have occurred in the pant. Signi

ficant is the sharp increase in voranicon in late
 

December. The tendency continues throughout January,
 



Y3ibr of 

of Loiast 
Dry Spell 

Oh 
?iow0 t r De t We r y 

Fiue7 Eis~toqrsn Sbizun WUe Lcs t Dry SpeI 1* s"w Occazr*d sa the Patt for &5msLtS* 
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uetl about Torbeiy 10 %tabwraitoo OCurrOMO 41-

NuInt1* . Those results art omehat dittoront th n the 

resUlt, rFOrtbd tor d 4iy. i that tiwdy 1ica~aY& 4 

period ot about 4S dyO when drooghto have regularly 

occurrd. 

T"a spisatioa of these results will bo dicuessed 

lU Chapter 19, 

I. 	 Data were presanted which choraoterlue th 

long torn weather records for the Israsilla 

area.
 

2. Dot4ilo4 wi'er dita veto preenit* for the 

1,73-74 erfop yar. 

3. 	 Paintu! 44t* tor 41 years woro analyeod from 

the ot4tolot ut the tangeat dry spell in 

any y*ar. An41ybad evooJdo
 

S. 	 Thero I suly ati a I-aconc*t chtI(c thiat 

in any y0ar the l0WJa0t dry atpall will 

b. lialted to ti t14yb or l~uc. In other 

words, only I yaar in 1l will rstne1l1 

be thin wall distributod durlng the rainy 

oason.
 

b. 	 There to a 5 percent chance that the 

longost dry spell will bc 14 days or 

more, and a 15 porcont ch4nCO that the 
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longest dr. spell will exceed 3 weeks. 

4. 	 The frequency of occurrenov of nultiple dry 

#pells within any one y .w woo twve,1ed by 

analysis of all dry spell* in the 42 years 

of record. On the average* the Brasilia area 

way expect 3 dry spells per wet season of I 

days or longer, 2 dry spells of 10 days or 

longer, I dry spell of 13 days or longer# ad 

in I year in ?, wet-season dry *polls will 

exceed three weeks in length. 

S. 	 Net eason ocwurronce of dry spell* vas found 

to be most prevolant during 14te Docmber and 

January, 

6. 	 The tendency for wet season dry spells is 

hidden in the monthly prewipitatton seans. 

When monthly meono are divided into time peri

ods of 10 days in length, marked differences 

were observed between adjscont 10-day period. 



CMAPTR II 

$OIL-U~ni POiRTIKms O 0 18 Ar 
Tug BRASILIA IXP5RIMUNT STATION 

Nany aroe of the humid tropics may be character

iged by rains 4.quat. In amount buit irregular in distri

button. On *ol where crop rooting abe~ reaztricted, 

@9. by bofl cr phybic4Xl prprtico &auium01 eaical 

toxicity, or tflc &reuctic ut %a tL11pal) , 11hc ettect ot 

less thab Iddal rintall dilri uton i to Produce ,soil

water deritjto Which Coln advorbely 4ttct yiclill. Too 

ofttn bool-w4ta: 4ticita %ro tict 5~t~cnrcoI iii riiai ax 

pofrheat4ttiuh Oven tho~gli It to vlluicl acthow-(Ijail that 

Water Otte** U111 eAde btMWa 4csjic of V Cjb 401ap56*1ft, 

To pro-parlv itegport and4 *t~abk :to*4ben~~aoine (Sum tho 

resut*t ot ato$1atiL ca~ atthu1Iitiluts, It l'octc heevb

o -hwto the crop9ify t oMe121 * attja uslcl vfitih 

w~tor datu* to to 5ottu*viclt 4 'jS1:wth C9,61- witIh t~f*jou 

0ter. a4i4 b1tactrIC.1 radibtaliee WolLa~ 4f11 to tollov 

&&gu (otb 4uoh tti 14vcg ) 11stipa atthe tti~jVite 

Ixpnrimntu1 4# bi4ollt4 W"J), #o*4 repoutotl heo are 

44 
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the data and relationships which hove been established 

and which together give insight into the *oil-wAter 

properties of this soil. Soil-wate~r 4std will 41#o Ibo 

presented tor A 6"icofld iftpottL4It soil At trie Experiment 

OtAtion, tho Latomol Vermlho Amarelo (or red-yellow 

latoool) (LVA). 

xatertabs mnid Methods 

During 1972 and5 1971# sat-wtor oxpariments were 

oonducte at Inic ktim~4io ExfbertswntaI do Iiraailsa (!R), 

iwar P41tind, D.V. Thd PrlgAVrY Obetlive Li t hd ax 

perimonto Vaa ILJ 04talilibl =Oil-valct hr Ccfu.b 

4(tho jul41iolrsi (it vd *uxgfie 001We ~edit %a 

mentotion WAO I lotiI#J1ea * ut Ilhoi T 41IAlt* wo#" 

I1 Ia 4It ~iChooo.o to#j ubtwi41t 46 ILIC4 thua~jau 

*f*~th44 haicah 1,4tIC4 to hasm4a -)#Stec Ah4 h4 

but 4oi(4ftj tfhu -%stbo fit till 1IJaluo itI 

the 0"11l 4t Ifr*1I# 4I1tI* to Waool*0 vegrmwih K*Qurf@ 

dilItilLtvo. tos14ja ofijiiob#, to**e u'alm4o, 4 Tfl*o 

I@J1jhthlo xzxlIItlIe 

ooil y~ i tho WiIttit btatoo Wt *Mi 

Mpluotui rit= 4lc l th tho 

tto~u aoo , 

*~ol ot4b ot roe4o4*iono vantatned1*1), tt4oto 
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In the Cline-buol Report, agronomic *xpdrimentation be

gan on a second soil, an Acrustox, of lighter texture, 

and red-yellov color, the L~itoziol Vermuidho Amarelo. 

Soil-water expor ifent b waro Cwin.uCt ed III Con) UnCtion 

with the fertility cxperiwtat to characterivte the wak

ter supplyinq j p1: ortisb ut thati tsoil. Thoe a oils, 

the LVtX and the~ LVA hava cc:n ipped ovar a1 largje por

tionl %:, thd EItu And occur axe~tntivcly Oil the CAM~PO 

Correa with only Alitht vhybical hoi (ictea uin (Cline 

ad Dual, 1473). ChestcAl andt q;r4raulcowtrie properties 

of the 6o4l0 4rd 406cribc4 In tableds 9 cind 10. 

Soil-watcs iniruswtat in At kiitt I ouististed of 

teneiooetors Isdiciuic ait 7.t~-, 10-, 60-, 4n4 90wcm 

depths. Thdboe vars *aolicatad fouts tiftol fr a total 

ot 14' inafluwmeui. rot aby, tift tho civetaijo 'ctuo at 

the four lotrF1s*chtft at a kjIve"ofI ath vano Icikoe to re

presen't thb ato1-toatdf ttniof' tat that depth. At pit* 

110 taftltmtal* W010 ihuta11od At 1&i, Jo, to, AM4 0 

as inl 1) O~uto 14fltoi ti.. cots. In a4tliub. (Jypbtus 

tml a414110 t u.ctblock* (Jiutebao4 tito *I140 tt iOW)Afl 

Boonton. Nowv J0100Y. UNA aft,! rVAa1 With, A Osavolovo 0011 

Noisture Tooteeg) tM10 ih*14tletI at 0'- arst lo-oft 4datho 

in *It pltet. tInbtsusrpnItioli at 0so LVA bit* cosiola" 

teA of tbbitacatio 1Inatalcilt at 1'A, 10, 404 too ON in 

four PlOtb plgnrod tu Cogfl, (G4PaUMbl*Ck# Wore Itatlled 

at the I%-4n4 )*-a* 4.ptho. 



Tale 9 	 (bicl and Physical Characteristics of the LVE Soil Used in 
Zxperients at the MM. Typic Haplustox, Fine, Kaolinitic,
 
10ohyperthomic. 

Water-dspe- F.hrg Tcta. Exchanaeablc CEC Base
Sorixc: Sa. Cnay sltic Clay Ft2 C A1 Ca&Ig Y (sum) Saturation 

0- 10 36 45 14 4.9 4.2 1.8 0.21 1.9 0.4 .10 2.4 21
 

10- 35 33 48 6 4.6 4.3 
 1.2 0.08 2.0 0.2 .05 2.2 11
 

35- 70 35 47 1 4.9 4.2 
 0.9 0.05 1.6 0.2 .03 1.8 12
 

70- 50 35 47 
 0 5.0 4.2 0.7 0.05 1.5 0.2 .01 1.7 12 

150-26: 39 42 0 4.6 4.4 0.3 0.03 0.7 0.2 .02 0.9 24 

mechanical analysis courtesy o Mr. Marcelo Caargo, Centro de Pesquisas Pedolgicas,
 
EEHPAPA.
 

Source: Cline and Buol (1973)
 



Table 10 Chemical and Physical Characteristics of the LVA Soil 
Used in Experiments at the EEB. Acrustox Integrade 
to Haplustox, Medium, Kaolinitic, Isohyperthermic. 

Horizon 
ca 

Sand Silt Clay 
I % % 

Water-
Disper-
sible 
Clay 

% 

pH 
H20 KCI 

Org 
C 
% 

Tot 
N 
% 

Al 
Exchangeable 

Ca Mg Na 

meq/!00g_% 

K 
CEC 
(Sum) 

Base 
Satura
tion 

0-20 

40-60 

60 

54 

9 

12 

31 

34 

4 

6 

5.0 4.2 1.24 

4.9 4.3 0.74 

.095 

.065 

.40 

.07 

.02 

.02 

.03 .01 

.01 .01 

.06 

.03 

.52 

.14 

23 

50 

100-120 55 16 29 8 5.6 5.0 0.37 .030 <.01 .02 .01 .01 .01 .05 93 

Sources: Weaver (1974) and Weaver (Personal Communication) 
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To provide a direct relationship between soil-wa

ter tension (or gypsum block reading) and soil-water
 

content, gravimetric soil samples were taken in the
 

vicinity of the instruments. More than 600 samples
 

were collected from the three sites and these provided
 

a wide range of soil-water conditions.
 

Data in the tension range 0-3/4 bar were obtained
 

by associating corrected tensiometer readings from in

struments installed in the field with corresponding
 

results of gravimetric sampling. In the range 1 to 15
 

bars, disturbed soil samples were used with convention

al pressure plate apparatus techniques.' Justification
 

for using gravimetric sampling techniques to determine
 

in the wet range (0-3/4 bar), and
soil-water contents 


pressure plate techniques in the dry range (1-15 bars),
 

can be found in Wolf and Drosdoff (1974) or MacLean and
 

Yager (1972).
 

Soil samples for gravimetric analyses were dried
 

at 105*C for calculation of percent soil water by weight.
 

This was converted to percent soil water by volume using
 

measured bulk density values determined from more than
 

90 undisturbed soil core samples taken from two pits
 

Pressure plate analyses for Site II and for the LVA
 
were performed at North Carolina State University.
 
The author is indebted to Dr. S.W. Buol for providing
 
these analyses.
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adjacent to each experimental area. Bulk densityr was
 

calculated on the basis of oven dry weight of soil per
 

core colume.
 

At Site II, a satellite experiment was established
 

to determine internal drainage. The center of a 4 m x.
 

4 m area was instrumented with tensiometers, two per
 

depth, at 15, 30, 60, 90 and 120 cm. The area was
 

flooded with water and then covered with plastic. Soil

water tension changes were monitored for 103 rainless
 

days. Thus, assuming no evaporative water loss, all
 

tension changes were due to continued downward redistri

bution of the water, i.e., internal drainage.
 

Rate of water infiltration versus time was deter

mined for Site I by completely flooding a nearly level
 

area 6 m x 11 m with a known volume of water. Rate and
 

amount of water infiltration were determined by observ

ing the time required for water to enter the soil.
 

Results
 

Bulk Density
 

Bulk densities for the three sites are given in
 

table 11. For the LVE, values decrease slightly with
 

depth in the profile. This may possibly be attributed
 

to man-made causes. Landers (unpublished data) has also
 

determined bulk denBity for this soil, and, in general,
 

his results are similar. For the LVA, bulk density is
 



relatively constant with depth,. Due to, a greater pro-, 

portion:of sand in, the LVA, bulk densities for that, soil,: 

.
are,:higher than for:the LVE. 

11 ATble Values at Various DepthsBulk Density
for,Soils at the EEB. 

, Bulk Density (g/cc).
 

Depth' 
(cm) ' Site I 

LVE 
Site II 

LVA 

0-10*: 1.05 

10-20 1.06 1.26 

25-35 1.02 ' .06 1q27 

55-65i 4 0.95 ' 1.00 .23* 

85-95 0.96 0.95 

Infiltration
 

A graph of cumulative infiltration versus time for 

two irrigations at Site I is given in figure 8. Prior 

to Iirrigation 1, soil-water contents (percent by volume) 

ranged from 15% (at the soil surface) to 20% (at depth), 

while prior to irrigation 2, water contents ranged from 

20-27%. Regardless of initial',water content, rateof 

infiltration was unusually-rapid and rangeda from 17 to 

22 cm/hr. Further, there was apparently little diminu

tion in rate of infiltration over the course of the 

experiments. No lateral,water movement was observed and 

all water was; assumed ,to have percolated vertically., 
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Rateof infiltration;:.were ivery ::simi lar . totPth~se..ob-:,. 

served-on, other Oxisols in Puerto-Rico (Wolf.and -, 

Drosdoff, 1974). Further, Pruntel (1975), reports in-a.

filtration rates of: from 10-70 cm/hr on similar soils 

i'n -the Federal District'.. In view of the high degree 

of 'aggregate stability of these soils, these results,*. .t.,

are not- surprising., 

it has been noted that.heavy rains result in sur

face,runoff "from this soil, This will occur even though 

rainfall rates probably do not approach 17-22 cm/hour 

even for a few minutes. The divergence of the exper

imental results from observations during rains may 

possibly be :explained by-air entrapment in large con

ducting pores which may partially block entry of the 

water' Thisis suggested in the experimental results
 

s nce it may be noted from figure 8 that neither curve,
 

if'extended, would pass through the origin. One may
 

speculate that a certain initial time is required..to
 

fill'the 'large conducting pores, after which infiltra

tion-proceeds rapidly.
 

,
Internal Drainage '"
 

.. Particularly".at high soil-water contents-,..water 

losses due to internal drainage (deep percolation)o)may 

.constitute -a large percentage of that .water..otherwise,.', 

desighated as crop evapotranspiration (ET). eAsfdes- .' 

http:Pth~se..ob
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cribed previously, an experiment was designed to sepa

rate the drainage component from ET. This has been done
 

for Site II.
 

One day after an irrigation or a heavy rain on the
 

LVE-at-Site:II, soil-water contents may be 31% (by vol

ume).,,tAtthat water content, drainage from the top 45
 

.cm of the root zone is 4.8 mm/day, or 80% of likely ET.
 

Thisdiminishes rapidly so that after three days of
 

"combined drainage and ET, water losses due to drainage
 

are'only 0.26 mm/day (@ 27% moisture) or only 4% of ET.
 

For water management purposes, when the ratio drainage
 

to ET first becomes small, the associated soil-water
 

content can:be taken as the upper limit of available
 

soil-water storage,
 

Internal:drainage as a function of water content 

for'the:Ytwo soil zones on the LVE is presented in figure
 

9. It should be observed that at the same water con

tents, drainage occurs considerably faster from that
 

portion',of the.profile below 45 cm. This is suggested
 

by increasing porosity (decreasing bulk density) with
 

depth. It is possible that differences between depths
 

have been caused by tillage operations.
 

.....
: Table 12 gives drainage as a function of soil-wa

ter( content for each 30 cm,.of %the profile. This table
 

may be used to determine water losses due to drainage ,
 

for a crop planted on the LVE if soil-water contents
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10.
 

4- 45-135 cm 

3
4.4 

0
 

0.4

o 0.5-C0.3
04 

,0.31 

.04 -, 
,03
 

02 

22 24 26 28 30 32 

Soil-Water Content (%by Volume) 
Figure 9 Drainage from Each 30 cm of the Root Zone vs Soil

. Water Content for Two Soil Depths at Site II., LVE
 
~Soil, EEB, Brasilia.
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Table 12 	 Soil-Water Contents and Corresponding
 
Values of Drainage from Each .30 cm of
 
the Profile for Site II, LVE Soil,
 
EEB, Brasilia.
 

Soil-Water Content 
(% by volume) 

Drainage 
(,mm/day from each 30 cm of the 

rooting zone) 
0 - 45 cm 45 - 135 cm 

20 less than 0.01 less than 0.01 

21 0.02 

22 0.01 0.03 

23 0.03 0.07 

24 0.05 0.13 

25 0.10 0.25 

26 0.19 0.47 

27 0.35 O.87 

28 0.62 ,1'56 

29 1.10 2.74 

30 1.90 4173 

S3.23 8 01, 

32 5.40 13.36 
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are known. For example, if the top 30 cm of the root

ing zone was at 28% moisture (drainage - 0.62 mm/day), 

and from 30-60 cm the moisture content averaged 29% 

(drainage = 1.10 mm/day in 0-45 cm zone, and 2.74 mm/
 

day in 45-135 cm zone), drainage would be occurring at:
 

0.62
 

+ 1/2 (1.10) = 0.55 

+ 1/2 (2.74) = 1.37 

2.54 mm/day.
 

In other words, 2.54 mm/day would be passing a plane lo

cated at the 60 cm depth. That water would be lost from
 

the root zone and unavailable for the crop, but would
 

need to be included in determining crop water require

ments for planning purposes.
 

Capillary Conductivity
 

Capillary conductivity for the LVE for Site II has
 

been determined and is presented in figure 10. Table
 

13 gives the same information in tabular form, together
 

with the best fit equation relating capillary conduc

tivity and soil-water content, associated R
2 values, and
 

the range in water contents over which the equation was
 

developed. The method used for the calculation of
 

capillary conductivity can be found in Nielsen et al.
 

(1964), Nielsen et al. (1973), and Wolf and Drosdoff
 

(1974).
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Soil-Water Content (% by Volume)
 

Figuze10, Capillary Conductivity vs Soil-Water Content for
 
Four Depths for Site II, LVE Soil, EEB, Brasilia.
 



Table13 	Soil-Water Contents and Associated Values of Capillary
 
Conductivity for Four Depths for Site II, LVE Soil,
 
EEB. Also Given are the Equations Relating Capillary
 
Conductivity (K) to Soil-Water Content (0), and Asso
ciated R2 Coefficients. Vertical Lines Indicate the
 
Range in Soil-Water Contents Over Which the Equations
 
were Derived.
 

Soil-Water Capillary Conductivity (mm/day)

Content Depth (cm)


(% by Volume) 0-22.5 22.5-45 45-75 	 75-105
 

31 2.43 8.26 	 9.33 23.86
 
30 1.31 5.37 	 7.22 14.37
 
29 0.69 3.44 	 5.54 8.51
 
28 0.35 2.17 	 4.21 4.94
 
27 0.18 1.35 	 3.17 2.82
 
26 0.087 0.82 	 2.36 1.57
 
25 0.041 0.49 	 1.74 0.86
 
24 0.019 0.29 1.26 0.46
 
23 0.0085 0.16 0.91 0.24
 
22 0.0037 0.092 0.64 0.12
 
21 0.0015 0.050 0.44 0.058
 
20 0.00061 0.026 0.30 0.027
 
19 0.00023 0.013 0.20 0.012
 
18 0.00008 0.0066 0.13 0.0053,
 

6 1 8	 9 30 1 3 3 7 2 4 6 4
 Equation K= e- 4-. 78 . e-42.9 6 $8 126 e- 24.s e .1 e- 49-31e81s
 

R2 .90 	 .77 .62 .86
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Capillary conductivity values may be used with wa

ter potential gradients (obtained directly from tensio

meter readings, or indirectly from soil-water contents
 

and a moisture release curve) to calculate soil-water
 

flux. The flux is the amount of water per unit time
 

which redistributes within the soil profile as a result
 

of differential moisture gradients. The gradients may
 

be established by differences in water extraction patt

erns with depth. One may wish for example to determine
 

upward flow of water to a water-stressed crop, where
 

rooting is restricted by aluminum concentrations, and where
 

the uppermost portion of the soil is relatively dry, and
 

at deeper depths it is wet. Actual data for a water

stressed corn crop at Brasilia have shown tensions at
 

30 cm of 2 bars (soil-water content - 20.9%) and tensions
 

at 60 cm of 0.28 bars (soil-water content - 22.9%). Up

ward flow to the 30 cm zone may be calculated from the
 

Darcy Equation,
 

dT
 

where v - flux (volume of water passing a given 

area in a given time) - units are mm/day 

' water potential in cm - This is the sum 

of matrix potential (soil-water tension) 

and gravity head 

"In'='Vertical distance in cm between sensing
 

points (tensiometers)
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K - capillary conductivity mm/day. 

For the example, the water potential gradient was: 

2000 - 280 - 30 - 56.3 
30 

Capillary conductivity, extrapolated from figure 10 or
 

from table 13 would be approximately 0.035 (for the lim

iting case of the 30 cm depth and the low water content
 

at that depth). Upward flow to the 30 cm zone can be
 

calculated at approximately 2 mm per day, or about 1/3
 

of the daily water requirement. This appears to be a
 

realistic figure, water sufficient to restore overnight
 

crop turgidity, but inadequate to maintain turgidity or
 

sustained growth under normal atmospheric conditions.
 

For the LVE, this suggests that upward flow to the
 

crop root zone may be an important component of water
 

supply to a crop under drought conditions. Compared
 

with other soils in the literature, reviewed by the
 

author, values of capillary conductivity for the LVE
 

were higher than for any other soil reported, at compa

rable soil-water tensions, (Cassel 1971; van Bavel et
 

al. 1968; Reicosky et al. 1972; Nielsen, 1973; Wolf and
 

Drosdoff, 1974). The high capillary conductivities
 

associated with this soil may help explain why certain
 

local grasses eg. Brachiaria, remain green well into
 

the dry season. This may also partially explain why
 

the native vegetation of the Campo Cerrado is able to
 

survive the long dry season.
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Soil-Water Characteristics
 

Changes in soil-water contents with time reflect
 

ET and deep drainage. The separation of ET from deep
 

drainage can be made, as indicated above, having once
 

established a relationship between drainage and soil

water content. The problem remains as to how to de

termine water contents. The standard method of gravi

metric sampling is excellent, but time consuming, and
 

if water contents are to be monitored over time, an
 

indirect measure of soil-water content is the only
 

feasible solution. Use of tensiometers and gypsum
 

blocks have been used to provide an indirect and work

able method of determining soil-water contents. This
 

is done by relating instrument readings to soil-water
 

contents through the use of soil-water characteristics.
 

Soil-water characteristics, relating volumetric
 

soil-water contents, and soil-water tensions for the
 

LVE, are presented in figures 11 and 12, covering soil

water tensions in the range 0 to 1 bar, and 0 to 15
 

bars, respectively. These data are presented in tabular
 

form in table 14. At each site, data were obtained for
 

four depths, but, because of similarities between depths,
 

data have been recombined to represent two depth ranges,
 

0-45 cm and 45-105 cm. Like data for the LVA are pre

sented in the same table, and in figure 12. For that
 

soil, data from three depths were combined into a single
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34
 

30
 

30
 

0-452 


II 	 45-105q4 22 	 0-45 

45-105
 

0.6 	 1.0
18 	 0.2 0.4 0.8 


Soil-Water Tension (bars)
 

Figure 11 Soil-Water Release Curves for the Tension Range 0-1 Bar
 
for the LVE Soil at Two Sites at the EEB.
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I.64, 

36

32 

,-I 

LVE - ite II45-105 

0. 

12-" LVA 
0-75 

Soil-Water Tension (Bars)
 
Figure 12 Soil-Water Release Curves for the Tension Range 0-15 Bars for LVE
 

and LVA Soils at the EEB.
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(% by volume) at
Table 14 Soil-Water Contents 

Various Tensions for LVE and:LVA 
Soils at the EEB. 

Tension 
(Bars) 

'Soil-Water co-itent (% by volume) 
LVE 

Site I Site II 
Depth (cm) Depth (cm)

0-45 45-105 0-45 45-105 

LVA 

Depth 
0-75 

0.1 34.8 32.7 29.3 26.9 24.7 

.2 . 31.5 28.5 .26.0 24.0. 22.0 

.3. .,29.7 26.3 24.3 22.5. 20.6 

.4 28.4 24.8 23.1 21.4 19.6 

. 5 ,27.5 ,23.7: .22.2,,,, 20.7 , 18.7 

.... 26.2. 21i2- 22.1 ,20.5, 17.2 

1.0 

n.2.0 -

24.8, 

23,.,,!' 
22.0 

21.3 
21..7 20.3 

,:20.920.0 
15.5 

14.0 

<5.0 - , 21.9 .,20.3. .19.5 19.0 . 12.4 

10.0 

15 ;.;,, 

20.7 .... 

20.1. 

, 19.6 

19.2 

18.5 

.18.0 

,18.2 

17.8 

11.2 

10.6 
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-soil-water ch racteristic since differences between 

depths were minor. 

,To '.ff acilitate, computerized.,calculation of water 

contents-,for.these soils,,equations have been developed 

"which express the relationships: graphed in figures, 11 

'and 12. All curves.'were regressed"to bei logarithmic, 

taking the general form: -, 

Y kTc 

where Y soil-water content, (percen't by volume) 

T soil-water tension (cm, ofwater) 

K,C = constants. 

Coefficients for these equations are presented in table 

15. Also presented for the LVE 'isthe relationship be-,
 

tween soil-water content and gypsum block reading,'
 

(Delmhorst blocks when read with a Delmhorst Soil Mois

ture Tester on a scale of 0 to 200). This linear rela

tionship was determined from field data by associating
 

block readings with results of gravimetric sampling.
 

Soil-water release for the LVE may be characterized
 

by a sharp break in water release between 1/2 and 3/4
 

bar. Two-thirds of the soil water is stored and released
 

at tensions less than 1 bar. These clayey soils behave
 

liko sands in their water release patterns in that the
 

bulk of the water is held and released at tensions less
 

than 1 bar. This is duo to a dewatering of large pores
 

betwoon structural units. From 1 bar to 15 bars the
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Table 15 Coefficients for the Equation Y = KTc Relating 
Soil-Water Tension and Soil-Water Content for 
Various Depths for Soils at the EEB.
 

Soil-Water Content vs Soil-Water Tension 
Valid For Range

Depth of Tension 
Soil (cm) (Bars) K C R 

0-45 0-1 68.4857 -0.1468 .905
 
LVE 10-45 1-15 41.2972 -0.0745 .916
 

Site I 45-105 0-0.7 81.6035 -0.1988 .950
 
45105 0.7-15 31.5642 -0.0518 .977
 

0 45- 0-0.5 64.5733 -0.1716 .892
 
LVE 0-45 0.5-15 37.1185 -0.0753 .987
 
Site! 45-105 0-.5 56.7986 -0.1626 .729
 

45-105 0.5-15 31.2057 -0.0581 .991
 

, 0-75 0-0.8 60.0679 -0.1897 .840 
LVA 0-75 0.8-15 42.9363 -0.1455 .995
 

Soil-Water Content vs Gypsum Block Reading
LVE R
 
LSV ii Y = 18.872 + .0259 (Delm) R2 = .799
 

Y = Soil-Water content (% by volume)
T = Soil-Water tension (cm of water) 

Delm = Delmhorst meter reading 
K,C = Constants 
R2 = Correlation coefficient 
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difference in water released is only 3-4%, or 1 cm of
 

water per 30 cm of soil. 'The utility of that water for
 

cropping is slight because:
 

... (1) The absolute quantity of-water,is small.
 

(2),,The, water is held sat high, tensions.
 

(3) The water is stored in micropores which would
 

be difficult for plant roots to tap.
 

The soil at,Site I holds somewhat more water than
 

the, soil at Site.II. This may,be.a result of,organic
 

matter accumulations at the former site which"has been
 

planted to grass,for.6 years. At,both sites, the soil
 

from 0-45 cm holds and releases more water than the
 

soil from 45-105 cm. This may bedue to a'destruction
 

by tillage:of some ,of:the macropores,,which results in
 

decreased porosity (incdrease Lin compaction) and increased
 

water storage in micropores. In this respect one may
 

note a slightly less abrupt),pattern of water release in
 

the surface soil.
 

The soil-moisture characteristic of the LVA is less
 

abrupt and of greater range than that for the LVE.
 

Although the absolute amount of water released at high
 

tensions is small, the LVA continues to release some
 

water at tensions above 1 bar. This is especially in

teresting since the LVA is of lighter texture than the
 

LVE.
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Sol-,water iAval~labili tyo 

A:.f_-J.Using ,tables or> the- soil-water. characteristics ,: one 

may ,compute the. accumulated ,water ,released (or: stored) 

-by these soils, This has been summarized in table 16. 

For the upper limit of water availability a water con

tent,associated with-a soil-water tension of 1/10 bar 

has-beeni used. This is- the approximate tension of these 

soils.:after saturation and 2-3 days of free drainage in
 

-
the'"absence of ET. For the LVE, 1/3 bar percentage is
 

not-reached until after .80 days of free drainage, or
 

perhaps 3 .days of,drainage and'ET. The lower limit of
 

available.water was set at the 15,bar .percentage.
 

-Table 16 'Accumulated mm of Water Released as.Soils 
are Dewatered from 1/10 Bar to the Tension 
Indicated. 

Tension Water Released
 
'(Bars) .(mm) 

LVE LVA
 
,Site I Site II
 

Depth of Effective Rooting (cm)

30 60 30 60 30 60 

1/10 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 30 61 22 43 *28 55 

15 86 34 65 :42 85 

:-.,Depending on site and depth, these soils store from
 

27'.to 44 mm of water per 34 cm of soil. In the absence
 

of'rainfall, a crop rooted-in the top 30 cm of the LVE
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profile at Site II would deplete the soi1 -watertotien 

,sions,:greaterthan:' I-,barin less:i :than 4 days -(typical 

ETi-.,'6 mm/day) Field 'observations,,on, shallow :,rootedI, 
corn have confirmed slight wilting due to a 4. day period 

of.high evaporative demand without rain or .,irrigation!,:.. 

In ,6 days, crops were severely:.,wilted. ;Even if,-:a crQp' 

..,were able to exploit a 60 cm -root zone, wilting.,could.j 

'be expected after a week :without supplemental ,water..,r 

The- LVA has roughly twice the- sand content and.,;

half: the clay plus silt content of -the LVE. .Neverthe

less, tit can supply 30% more water than the, LVE soil,-,. 

at the main experimental site- (Site .II) i:.''.:Approximately 

2/3 of that water is available between 1/i0 and 1 bar. 

The;,:amount,-of water in; storage,-should permit .cropsgrown 

on this soil to withstand wilting ,for perhaps up to 10
 
days. 

Crops grown on both soils can be expected to:.,.suffer
 

from the effects of drought given the ."restricted rooting
 

-regimes and the poor rainfall distribution.
 

'.Summary,:and Conclusions ,

1. Soil-water data are presented,for three sites 

on.the Brasilia,Experiment Station. 

'2. Although .thep soil at the main experimental 

-site contains almost. 50% -clay, it, is, highly
 

,, aggregated and !structurally, stable.;.t, For. this
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reason, soil-water properties of this soil
 

are similar to those of sands,
 

3. 	 The soils are characterized by rapid infil

tration ranging from 17-22 cm/hr, and by
 

extensive and continued internal drainage.
 

4. 	 For the main experimental site, capillary
 

conductivity was determined to be high, and
 

greater than for other soils reported in the
 

literature.
 

5. 	 Available water storage on the LVE is limited
 

to approximately 34-44 mm per 30 cm of soil.
 

6. 	 The LVA, though lighter in texture than the
 

LVE, contains 30% more available water.
 

7. 	 These soils, like sands, release 2/3 of the
 

available water between 1/10 and 1 bar.
 

8. 	 The unfavorable water supplying properties of
 

these soils together with the occurrence of
 

wet-season dry periods and the limitations of
 

root growth in the subsoil due to aluminum
 

toxicity make water management a critical
 

factor for successful crop production in the
 

region.
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CHAPTER IV
 

CROPPING -.INTRODUCTION & METHODOLOGY
 

introduction
 

The physical constraints to providing adequate wa

terfor cropping in Brazil's Central Plateau, i.e., the
 

erratic rainfall distribution and the physical charac

teristics of the soil which limit crop water supply have
 

been documented in Chapters II and III. The manner in
 

which these constraints affect crop production still
 

required determination through agronomic experimentation.
 

For Central Brazil, there is a general lack of in

formation in the areaof water management in relation
 

to crop patterns and soil fertility practices. This is
 

true in spite of the fact that in the dry season there
 

can be no production-without irrigation. Landers et al.
 

(196.7) have described the vast potential for dry season
 

irrigation in the cerrado. Further studies are neces

sary to. determinc the most effective use of the limited
 

water resources of this area. The use of supplemental
 

irrigation during the wet season has been acknowledged
 

in practice, yet to date nothing has been done to de

termine the requirements for or benefits from these
 

practices. Although experiments have been conducted,
 

little is published on the potential for production in
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the,dry and wet seasons. i 

' Amonglocal,,agricuituralists',knowledge is wide

,spread that aluminum toxicity is-,severe~on--these soils
 

and limits depth of effective rooting-of species such
 

-as',corn whichare not tolerant to aluminum. Other work
 

of the: collaborative Cornell and North Carolina State
 

University project at the Brasilia Experiment Station
 

in cooperation with Brazilian soil scientists has shown
 

large yield increases to incorporations of limestone to
 

'30 cm as, opposed to the conventional 15 cm incorpora

*,tions.: The,cause of.the yield response still needed to
 

!beascertained,. though Gonzalez, in NCSU, (1973) has
 

shownt.that for corn, deeper lime incorporation results
 

in!a,more .effective crop root system especially at
 

depths4!below,15 cm. Likely reasons for yield differ

.enceswere better nutrient exploitation and/or improved
 

utilization:of the soil water, both commensurate with
 

"the greater crop root system.
 

To investigate these and other pointsp.a dry season
 

,experiment was planted in June 1973,.followed ,by wet
 

season experiments planted in.September, October and
 

Novehber.11973. Objectives of the,experiments were as
 

follows:
 

1. Determine crop responsel to,,various ,water
 

. environment.eo ui
 

k2. Determine.,crop ,water: usei in*. relation to me-, 

http:environment.eo
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teorological factors.
 

36 , Determine effects !'of,i'differentialidepths of
 

limestone incorporation.inrelationtowater
 

treatments.
 

Results of the experiments will -be'discussed in Chapters V-


VII which deal, respectively, with experimental results
 

discussed in relation to these objectives.
 

Dry Season Experiment - Materials and Methods 

The dry season experiment, using corn (Zea Mays L.) 

-as a test crop, was established at the Estao Experimen

tal de Brasilia (EEB) on the Dark Red Latosol described in
 

Chapter III. The corn variety used was a Brazilian
 

hybrid, Cargi.1l111.. This variety has consistently been
 

one 'of the best yielders in variety trials at the EEB.
 

The variety is of long.duration (130-150 days depending
 

onthe season)'. 'By U.S. standards, the corn may be con

sidered hs a silage type because of the amount.ofi.green
 

matter productionundervery high fertility-conditions.
 

Through hand thinning,plant population was established 

at'62,500 -plants per hectare. ' .. . . 

The experimentwas designed-.without.treatment!rep

lication. This design differed,greatly from convention

al-replicated experiments which.:havei'as, their objective
 

to establish whether one irrigation: or .agronomic treat

ment is significantly.different from a 
second. ,Suchan
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objective requires replicatlon, but n6t necessarly
 

rae :In- this experiment, the objective was to estab

lishfunctional relationships for the water variable.
 

Twelve unreplicated treatments were established which
 

provided both a wide range of water treatments and def

inition within the range. Regularly scheduled irriga

tion treatments alone provided the range; year-simulation
 

treatments gave definition within the range. Statistical
 

analyses were performed through regression techniques.
 

Treatments consisted of two depths of limestone
 

incorporation and six water management regimes. Lime

stone incorporations were:
 

1. Shallow - 4 tons calcium carbonate equivalent
 

of calcitic limestone (5.4 tons actual materi

al) per hectare incorporated between 0 and 15
 

cm,. The material was finely ground with more
 

than 60% passing a 60 mesh and more than 40%
 

passing a 100 mesh.
 

2. 	 Deep - 4 tons calcium carbonate equivalent of
 

calcitic limestone per hectare incorporated
 

between 0 and 30 cm.
 

The-six Water management regimes may be separated into
 

two types:
 

1. Regularly scheduled irrigations were watered
 

with a fixed irrigation interval. This result

ed in regular patterns of water applications
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and;isoil-water depletions:,
 

Irrigate every ,3'
iidays,.,orresponding1 to 

.an approximate, pan evaporation of15 m, 

.,or to soil-water ,depletion of -21% (60-cm 

. *,rootzone),..,., 

.b. Irrigate every 7 ,.days, correspoflding to' 

1:,.- -an .approximate pan evaporation of 35 mm, 

,,-,or to soil-water depletion,of 50%.. 

C. 	 Irrigate every 14 days , corresponding .to 

,an approximate pan evaporation of;70 mm, 

or to soil-water depletion approaching 

100%.
 

Patterns:,of.. computed soil:-water, storage with: time for 

•-regularly,scheduled- irrigation ,treatments are presented 

-'in figure. 13 1 

2, 	 .Year-simulation irrigations. which called for 

irrigations to .simulate.the-rainfall distribu

tion and amount during the cropping season in 

The 	years chosen
Tcertaint.bench mark years. 


*for simulations were representative of many
 

years in which dry periods. (veranicos) of var

' .ious severities and/or,,durations f!occurred.; , 

a. 	 Irrigate .to simulate the rainfall pattern
 

-.at Formosa in.r1945-46. 

'See footnote page 22'for computational-method.
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-3Day 

C
 

o* 

4
 

.,4 

0 30 60 90 120 150
 

Days After Planting 

' 
Figure 13. Soil-Water Storage vs Time for Regularly
 
Scheduled Irrigation Treatments. A 60 cm
 
Root Zone has Been Assumed.
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b. Irrigate to simulate the,rainfall pattern
 

c. Irrigate to simulate the rainfall pattern
 

at the EEB in 1972-73.
 

Patterns:of computed soil-water storage with time: for
 

-year-simulationirrigation treatments aretpresented.in
 

.gures 14 to 16.. ..
 

Year selection for year-simulation treatments was
 

based upon a computer plotting technique which used'ac

tual .wet:season precipitation data and the ET model to
 

graph likely :soil-water conditions. Two years, 1945-46.
 

and 1953-54 were selected for simulation for they were
 

representative of many years in which veranicos were
 

,common. The pattern of 1945-46 is one of 2 veranicos of
 

12 and 13 days separated by 10 days when soil-water con

ditions were adequate. The veranico in 1953-54 resulted
 

in one period'of almost 30 days when soil-water condi

tions were 'deficient for crop.growth. The year, 1972-73
 

was selected because of a short veranico during the
 

critical crop stage, and a longer veranico close to har

vest. Other reasons, discussed later, also called for
 

selection of this year., For, each of these years, the 

5-month rainfall totals were within 90% of .theaverage.
 

Figures 14 to 16., are comparisons of computed soil

1 See footnote page 22 for computational method.' 
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.water conditions desired (based on rainfall during the%
 

actual year ):-
and simulated: (based on irrigations and
 

late dry season 'rains in September, october and.Novem

ber). It.is evident that for most but not all of the
 

water critical periods of the corn crop,.irrigations.
 

effectively simulated the: raihnfalls. Prior to day
 

._56,:;,differences in water applications did not affect 

soil-water,conditons'inasmuch as crop water use was

small. Early rains in September (day,109) resulted in 

better soil-water conditions in simulations than in the 

actual years, particularly for 1953-54 and 1972-73. In 

the 1953-54 simulation this may have been especially 

significant since the strong veranico ,in,that year's
 

simulation retarded maturity by 1-2 weeks. Thus the
 

critical moisture period would have extended beyond 109
 

,,ays and into a ,period when water iwas adequate in the 

simulated year but not in'the actual year. A11treat

ments made: late gains as a result of the )early end to 

the dry season and this may have lessened differences 

between treatments.; ;,For this reason one may speculate 

that yields under simulations would have exceeded those 

under actual precipitation conditions. However, the in

:terseasonal" comparison discussed,.inChapter VI fails ,to 

bear,.out this hypothesis. I 

The simulation of the.rainfall,pattern in 1972-73 

also permitted a comparison of interseasonal production 
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..potentials between dry and wet seasons. -- The basic fer

tilizer application on all-dry season treatments was
 

.identical to that applied in-the ,1972-73 wet season.
 

This was the following:
 

.N l00 :kg N/ha, 

20 kg :N/ha banded, preplant as 

ammonium sulfate 

40 kg N/ha sidedressed as urea at 

both.19t and 58-days after:-planting 

300 kg.P205/ha 

200"kg P205/)a broadbast-as triple
 

superphosphate
 

100 kg P205/ha banded as triple su

perphosphate
 

K 100 kg K20/ha broadcast as potassium
 

chloride
 

Zn 13.4 kg Zn/ha broadcast as zinc sulfate
 

1.0 kg B/ha broadcast as borax 

Mo , 0.5 kg sodium molybdate/ha broadcast 

Plots were instrumented with tensiometers and gypsum 

blocks at 15-, 30-, 60-, and 90-cm depths. Tensiometer 

,,and block readings, taken daily, were converted to soil

water contents using the relationships described in Chap

ter III. Changes in soil-water content were attribu

ted to evapotranspiration and drainage. Drainage was
 



i	calculated from .so l,water4 contents using equations:, pre

sente d ,in: Chapter t.ll1.- Evapotranspiratio, ;was, set ,e- ' 

qual to change .in soil-water storage less drainage...It 

should be noted that water content changes ,which.area 

result of capillary conductivity considerations, ie., 

upward movement of'soil-water, are accounted for using 

this approach to calculation of ET and drainage. 

The appropriate water balance for the dry season 

was: Water Applied = ET + Drainage ± Change in Seasonal 

Soil-Water Storage. The sum of the calculated values 

on the right hand side of the equation was compared with 

water applied as determined independently using an.in

line flow meter which had been field calibrated. The 

calculated values underestimated water applied by 16%. 

This discrepancy was due to the system of taking instru

ment readings. These were taken on the morning before 

an irrigation and in the morning on the day following an 

irrigation. The time lag between an irrigation and the 

following instrument reading (at times 16 hours) had the 

effect of ignoring maximum soil-water contents which 

occurred immediately following the irrigation. For ex

ample, soil sampling one hour after a heavy irrigation 

revealed soil-water contents of up to 42%. The follow

ing morning water contents were typically 31%. This 

latter figure was the one which went into calculatioh 

of ET and drainage. In reality, a larger portion of the 



water 	applied, on the, order. of\16%, should be addition

alwateriattributed to deep drainage losses..,
 

Wet 	tSeason Experiments- Materils and Methods
 

Threel experiments, using co)-n (Zea Mays L., var.
 

Cargill 111;, were planted dLrinq the 1973-74 wet sea

son. Commencing with September V6, planting dates were
 

approximately,30 days apart. WatIr and fertility treat

ments were designed to reflect posqible management
 

options-to lessen the effect,of wetkseason dry spells
 

which, as described in Chapter II, c6ccur with frequency
 

inCentral Brazil.
 

In each experiment, treatments included the follow

1. 	 Two depths of incorporation o, limestone,
 

.0-15 cm.(shallow) and 0-30 cm (deep). Method
 

of incorporation and rate and type of lime

.stone applied (4 tons CaCO3 equivalent cal

citic limestone/ha) were identical to amend

ment applications in the dry season experiment.
 

2. 	 Water treatments designed to "break" - by
 

irrigating - dry spells lasting 4 days and 7
 

days. Control treatments of never irrigating
 

were included. An additional water treatment,
 

* 	 that of breaking a 10-day dry spell - should
 

it occur - was also included in combination
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with',theshallowincorporation onlyi Thus=,
 

each experiment had-seven basic treatments
 

which are listed below:
 

' Water Treatment IncorporationTreatment 

a. 4-day 	 .Shallow 

b. 4-day Deep 

c.*; 7-day -, - ' ZShallow 

49. 7-day > 	 Deep 

e.10 -day 	 Shallow
 

f. 	Never Irrigate o r Shallow
 

.
g. Never Irrigate Deep
 

Treatments were replicated three times in a completely
 

randomized design.
 

It should be emphasized that the water treatments
 

as stated were simply nominal water treatments and that
 

''actual imposition of these treatments depended upon the
 

rainfall. Given in table 17 are the number of irriga

tions which were applied to the crops and which corres

pond to each nominal water treatment. Also given in the
 

table are the precipitation totals for the 130-day grow

ing seasons, and a summation of dry spells of various
 

lengths. Since precipitation events for each planting
 

differed, it would be improper to consider this a single
 

experiment with identical nominal treatments and three
 

dates of planting. Separate plantings are most aptly
 

interpreted an three experiments, labeled I, II and III.
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Table 17 	Precipitation, Number of Irrigations,
 
and-Length of Dry Spells for Three
 
Wet Season 1973-74 Water Experiments.
 

I 
Experiment Number 

II III 

Precipitation (mm) 870 724 1004 

C.-Nominal Water 
Treatment Number of Irrigations 

4 days 
7 days 

5 
1 

6 
3 

5 
2 

10days 0 0 0 
Never - - -

Length of
 
Dry Spell Occurrences
 

5 days 2 1 1 
6 days 1 0 0 
7days 1 1 1 
8days 1 3 2 
9 days 0 0 0 
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To monitor soil-water conditions for each'treat

m ment, two-thirds of the plots (or 14 plots per experi

ment) were."instrumented with tensiometers a' ' ypsu 

"-blocks at depths of 15, 30 and 60 cm...Readings from,
 

,these instruments were converted to soil-water contents
 

using relationships presented in Chapter III. Because
 

of frequent rains, it was not possible to determine
 

crop ET using this instrument package in the wet season.
 

The site for the experiments was adjacent to-the
 

dry season experimental area. The soil there is the
 

LVE, a Haplustox, the relevant properties of which have
 

been described in Chapter III. Table 18 provides perti

nent chemical properties of the soil prior to working
 

the area for cropping. Results of soil tests taken
 

after harvests are given in table 19.
 

Table 18 	 Results of Soil Tests for the LVE Soil Prior
 
to Working the Area for Wet-Season 1973-74
 
Water Experiments.
 

Depth 
(cm) 

Exchangeable 
Al 

(meg/100 g soil) 

Exchangeable 
Ca + Mg 

(meg/100 g soil) 

0-15 1.09 0.32 

15-30 1.09 0.12 

30-45 0.86 0.13 

(The pH of the soil was approximately 4.8.)
 



Table 19 	Results of Soil Tests from Composite Samples Taken
 
after Harvest from the Wet-Season 1973-74 Water
 
Experiments.
 

Exchangeable Exchangeable 	 Aluminum
 
pH Al Ca+-Mg Saturation 

(in water 1:1) (mec/100g) (meq/100g) (%) 

Shallow Dee Shallow Deep Shallow Deer Shallow Deelp. 

Experiment I
 

0-15 5.39 5.04 .08 .38 3.01 1.54 3 20
 
15-30 4.91 5.14 .71 .52 1.18 1.77 38 23
 
30-45 4.95 5.06 .58 .43 0.81 1.26 42 25
 

Experiment II
 

0-15 5.37 4.92 .09 .41 2.75 1.68 3 - 20 
15-30 4.89 5.35 .86 .32 0.78 1.86 52 15 
30-45 4.82 5.19 .92 .48 0.52 1.05 64 31 

Experiment III 

0-15 5.35 4.75 .22 .82 3.50 1.31 6 38 
15-30 4.67 4.91 .89 .61 1.05 1.54 46 28 
30-45 4.56 4.87 .90 .55 0.61 1.42 60 28 

All Experiments 

0-15 5.37 4.90 .13 .54 3.05 1.51 4 246 
15-30 4.82 5.13 .82 .48 1.00 1.72 45 22 
30-45 4.78 5.04 .80 .49 0.65 1.24 55 28 
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The fertilizers applied to all treatments were as 

folows 

1. 	 N 140 kg N/ha
 

20 kg N/ha as ammoniumsulfate banded,
 

Prelant. 

40 kg N/ha as urea sidedressed at. 23,.22
 

or 20 days depending on the respective
 

experiment.
 

40 kg N/ha as urea sidedressed at 56, 46
 

or 44 days depending on the respective
 

experiment.
 

40 kg N/ha as urea sidedressed at 72, 70
 

or 67 days depending on the respective
 

, experiment. 

2... P 	 500 kg P205/ha 

400 kg P205/ha as triple superphosphate
 

broadcast, preplant.
 

100 kg P205/ha as triple superphosphate
 

banded, preplant.
 

31. 	K 100 kg K20/ha as potassium chloride
 

broadcast, preplant.
 

4, 	 Zn 13.4 kg Zn/ha as zinc sulfate broadcast,
 

preplant.
 

5. 	 B 1.0 kg boron/ha as borax broadcast, pre

plant.
 

6. 1 	 0.5 kg sodium molybdate/ha broadcast,
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I ... preplant.. 

7. Mg 20 k Mg/ha, 

10 kg Mg/ha as magnesium sulfateside

dressed at 23, 22,.20 days depending on
 

the respective experiment.
 

10 kg Mg/ha as magnesium sulfate side

dressed at 56, 46, 44 days depending on
 

the respective experiment.
 

.,These fertilizer amounts differed from the dry sea

son applications in that they contained an additional
 

200kg P205/ha, 40 kg N/ha and,20 kg Mg/ha.
 

Similar to the dry season, plant populations were
 

established by hand thinning at 62,500 plants per hectare.
 
Leaf sampling for nutritional analyses' 
were made
 

at 92, 96 and 89 days depending on the respective experi

ment. The leaves for analysis were taken at silking from
 

leaves immediately opposite thr, lowermost ear.
 
During the course of the experiments, very serious
 

plant diseases occurred which could not be controlled.
 

The first and second experiments, but not the third,
 

were attacked by a disease which first became evident
 

at 55 and 40 days, respectively. The center part of
 

The author is grateful for the analyses oa these sam
ples performed by IPEACO, EMBRAPA, Sete Lagoes, Brazil,
 
the Soil Science Department, North Carolina State
 
University, Raleigh, North Carolina, and by the De
partment of Pomology, Cornell University.
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affected plants wilted and diedes°iting in plant
 

death. Microscopical analysis of the growing tips 'Of
 

Splants' vealed'the presence of a highly motiie:
 

rod-shaped'bacteria whnich may have caused rotting and
 

death of the tip. Hdwever, when this bacteria (cultured
 

on agar was Injected into healthy plants, no new inci

deh6' -of the disease was noted. Although evidence
 

points to Bacterial Wilt, Xanthmonas'Stewartii, iden
tification is still enigmatic'. The disease affected
 

and killed up to 10% of the plants, though the effect
 

upon grain production may not have been too serious
 

inasmuch as the disease struck early,, permitting other
 

Splants to take advantage of reduced plant populations.
 

A-far more serious disease was identified under
 

:the microscope as Northern Leaf Blight, Helminthosporium
 

Turcicum. The disease appeared first as elliptical le

sions which in time coalesced, causing premature necrosis
 

of most leaves. No attempt was made to control the di

sease with fungicides. This probably would have been
 

futile due to damp weather and daily rains during March.
 

The disease affected the second andespecially the third
 

experiments. As a result, grain yields in the third
 

experiment were less than 50% of the first experiment.,
 



,CHAPTER--V
 

.cRoP!RESPONSE TO SPECIFIC WATER.ENVIRONMENTS
 

Introduction
 

The background information and methodology for dry
 

and wet season field experimentation have been described
 

in detail in the previous chapter., The_ purpose,of .this 

chapter is to give results from those experiments, par

ticularly results which,pertain to the questions: (1)
 

Whatwas the effect of soil-water stress upon yield?;
 

and,(2) What is the relationship between yield and the
 

various water treatments?, 

,'Relationships between yield and -the water treatments 

r-arerempirical determinations which may have practical
 

.utility.,'Such relationships may-be termed "yield-water
 

response zfunctions, -Relationships between,soil-water
 

stress andyield are physical relationships, of perhaps
 

less practical utility than the response functions, but
 

valuable in providing-insight and understanding for those
 

response functions.. In this' chapter, results will be,
 

presented to develop response functions to be used in
 

'-Chapter VIII as a component of.aimodel to predict long 
-term yields l under adverse .soil-water. conditions onj ,the
 

Capo Cerrado. u", o e ,,
 

Before' discus'sions risade,,'of, 'yiealds .!anid tsoil,-water
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stress,,the first, two rts, ofE'this chapter will dis 

. -cuss fcomparatlvresuts.from year'simulation and 

regularly,ischeduled .irrigation treatments, and.2) re

;covery.of corn from severe water stress. 

Comparison of Year-Simulation .and':Regularly Scheduled.,
 

Irrigation Treatments,:.:
 

Irrigation practice in arid,areas. results in addi

tions' and depletions , of .soil-water on a regular basis.. 

For example, during':.the.peak,,of: the growing season, a 

farmer will irrigate a..crop on regular cycles, since.,
 

clmatic .,conditions, %the driving force for water use, 

will"be relative ly.: uniform.; fIn .:humid areas the, pattern 

"	of.wateradditions and depletions,: will ..be: random, a pro

ductof -'random rainfalls .and changeable weather, condi

-tion
Using irrigation during the dry season, both
 

•'regular and random.'(year-simulation),_patterns of•/water
 

additions' were achieved"and. the.' results compared, to de

'termine.if .there were'; differences . in,response due to... 

,
-varying the basic.,pattern. soil-water replenishment.
 

This comparison was':,:an attempt:i tO-.,find areas ,of: common

ality. or; differences, between irrgation,treatments ., . 

representing rainfed (year'-simulation) and .arid Iand,!-,
 

(regularly scheduled) ,water: management ,practices. 

Yields for both types of .irrigation treatments are 

http:covery.of
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presented!,n table',.20. :. There was-,no difference. in" pro
*ductioni between ..simulated, years, or between1;year-simu,. 

latin and-. the '.average6-of: the -regularly;scheduled,,,. 

treatments,., -After-day 109 irrigations were suspended, 

because-6f the.: onset of .the rainy season:. .....The ,effect, 

of the early rains may !have minimized differences be,-7 

tween ntreatments. 

Table 120 :Yield of Shelled Corn at 15.5% Moisture from
 
Regularly Scheduled and Year-Simulation
 
..
Irrigation Treatments from the Dry Season
 
Water Experiment, Brasilia, 1973.
 

Treatments Yield (kg/ha)
 

Regularly Scheduled Irrigations
 

.. ; . " 
3-day 
7-day

14-day 

4417 
3726 
3205 

Year-Simulation Irrigations 
1945-46 4118 
1953-54 4213 
1972-73 4266 

,..,A direct comparison of average yields from regular

.y sched.uled irrigations 'versus average yields from
 

year-_simulation -,treatments-lacks validity,since the,
 

water ,regimes were entirely different. Additional un

derstanding may be obtained from a comparison of para

meter 'correlations from table 21, which reveals apparent 

differences between treatment types and correlation 

<parameters;'-Crop .ET,;in the, period -from,,planting to 

http:table',.20


126"daysshowed a highly significant correlation with
 

yield'. regularly scheduled treatments only,. Corre

lation of 	ET'and yield in year-simulation treatments
 

was-not significant. Amount of water applied and yield
 

were significantly correlated for regularly scheduled
 

treatments, but the same variable for year-simulation
 

irrigations showed a complete lack of correlation, r 

.27. When the two types of treatments are combined
 

and analyzed together, correlations were significant.
 

Correlation of yield and soil-water stress parameters
 

forthe two types of treatments shows basic agreement.
 

This will 	be discussed later in this chapter.
 

Table'21 	Correlation Coefficients Relating Selected
 
Parameters and Yield for Two Types of Wa
ter Management Treatments, Brasilia, Dry

Season, 1973.
 

Values of r,
 
the Correlation Coefficient
 

Reg. All
 
Parameter Scheduled Year-Sim. Treatments
 

ET (126 days) .94** .54 .62*
 
Amt. Water Applied .83* .27 .76**
 
ET + Drainage


(126 days) 	 .87* .64 .69*
 

* Significant 
**Highly Significant 

Correlation differences between treatments for the
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parameters in table 21 may be explained by noting the
 

range in the values of the parameters and the yields
 

for each type of treatment. That range, shown in ta

ble 22, is always greater for regularly scheduled
 

treatments. This aids in producing significance.
 

Table 22 	 Range in Parameter Values and Yields for
 
Two Water Management Types, Dry Season,
 
Brasilia, 1973.
 

Parameter 	 Reoc. Scheduled Year-SimulitiOn 
Min. Max. Min. Max. 

Yield (kg/ha) 2952 4661 3780 4469 
Amt. Water Applied (mm) 456 847 502 735 
XT (126 days) (mm) 333 701 183 470 
ET+Drainage 

(126 days) (nou) 528 928 576 767
 

Differences wore not primarily due to crop 4obpond 41it

ferencoa induced by the two WcI r ftmhagjCttp 4%, 

Vore i flouuncd m4rkculy I t priqoi'cl Cal-Orgii=tiol 

reedLtioowii, ch wara wic jai-tij tit tycs ca-mc ' 

regularly 	 OC1104ulc4 t~a~*I~4~It*1juc '4 4h Ithid 

ease ot tksc yCdirstll()t 	 cfI ha~I 4-'44~e~ 4 

resulto. 

it Ibt0 reut r th ooth41o lt8hI.-4f05 4f* O 


spr#*4 uttitw ~iitt ifh trh61 b It th*to 4, q& *J 

Cttforence WtO4 F##dIV* tt*o t-440l *oeW41#*4 aad 
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from year-simulation treatments, this would lend assist
ance in understanding why research results are not 

easily extrapolated. Utilination of a technology de

veloped for one physical environment and applied to a 

second is difficult on two accounts. Pirst there are 

always location specific differences which call for 

careful attention to and evaluation of the physical 

oonditio. Secondly, there wsy be a tusl differences 

in the interaction of the environmente and the tocha

logy which means that the ltter cannot be extrapolated 

and suc.eetully applied without basic undrertetaq ond 

mdttication. TrM results report*d later in this c*wer 

aVean eK le of this nood tw of difficulty. To 

show basIc oarni botwon *matodW oa~;vliIn 
and *arid lad* freqularly ochodul tr#atw~# udervo 
etaodie, and modifoautom wre, required to exp1ain#p* 
roet d4fferesqvo ets moteait i to of .' 

effect Of walrt4F040 PM yield. Ii*14ilMtttt ton 
tPW19 eniommn tatecm40 en well "o to f# 

icel "04406 diti tesaf tW4 mny mot e wre 
itomliso. 4,riwtruso e" toi ow of w iai to. 

r ew oovtfmw e*"*s IhF* ttA teo 

ame,#1Y40# ta~b so ow Az* nwly 90*169M 
t,~~~~.~~,04 h~r.#I t,~4 V 



wilting was practically immediate following an Irrig4

tion, these tratnts fitld to use Wat4r in a normal 

manner for three days after the irrigation. Crop RT 

and soil-vater content have boon graphed for five dry

ing cycles and arn presented in figure 17. fot each 

cylo, I doer**o@ s dryin prq-reses indiattio th4t 

soil moisture conditions air@ re-ul4ting arp wter use. 

After streo io rolitovod, p4 UT i del4yod Whiuc to

plie thAt plant. or* not troopirnq 0rw411y evef 

0000~ wator is Oviiable in the root fooo. to @*'.vir-

W, NT, intonn i4.nti allo iotr"tlgls! O~wn 

Wt not, *t#;4 0ee int!il t t" fter OWe *Irn

t 4rqe.T**#t s it~ 40-44~ ofotiva, 4y1&~t~rT* 

P$~j~ OVJ PI4TOl 1 f*V* bfer. Wfil6 44i~jI* 

a0~1 rot di #@t!e t ~ t ol # l ! i i vr1 wwtlicnI4.n'#! feti
 

,*~lW of #VWIeu MO4d ff e4WF st*6 UftOm09l,~f4A 

V**u4,044H~ 1,*-4441 O~*wisP&-* W* *f*

Iko ~W1_*k*t*. 
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root inactivation has occurred as a result of excessive 

drying. The root inactivation may in part contrLbute 

to prolonging the offeot of the drought once it has 

been relieved. 

Presented in figure It are water extraction patt

eme with depth for 3-4 days subsequent to irrigations. 

Thee are owoette patterns representing the days 

following the relief of stress for the fIve cycles. in 

going from no stress to severe strees a shift occurs 

in the vter extraction potter". lven though voter ts 

available throughout the root sone, severely stressed 

trautments are not able to use gs much water from the 

top of the profile, again Irplying root inactivation in 

this tone, Sltyor 11967) state# that death of root 

hairs and increased suberigation of the root system so

co my severe drought and may reduce rates of water 

absorption and nutrient upt#e,. 

Not only is the water extraction pattern altered 

by a severe stress, but traspiration remained less 

even though water had been resupplied and presuably 

viw oompletly available. In the composite 3-4 day 

periods atter Irrigation# severely stressed treatments 

used water at the re of 3.9 mmday wereaso treatments 

not stressed used water at 5.9 nday. This imay be ex

plasned in part einc nn-stressed plants wert generally 

taller with more loaf area, Another likely explanation 
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A troop 	 ever* Otto#* 

VLpwe 19 	 Porcoat" Water Ixtraation by Depth In tho 3-4 Days
Follovng an Irrigation to RlLeve the Type of Water 
stros Indicated. 
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tOt the deoreased crop-water use subsequent to severe 

plant-water stress are drought induced metabolic changes 

which occur in plants. For exmplp, |tsaio (1973), in 

a suaary azticlo, has pointed out that as a res4lt of 

water stredo, Atsciaie Acid (ABA) accumulates in plant 

tissue and modulates stomatel behavior. Since ABA is 

not diasipated tis diately upon restoration of turgidi

ty it may continue to reiqulate jbpects ot plant, Metabo-, 

lis. Others hav bhowz that tollowin,/ reilief of stress, 

transpiration and phototynthesis occurred at raducod 

rates. (See for example, Ashton (1956); Clark (1961) 

Kaufmann (1960)j Iallati vt 41. (1967) ). 

Severe noil-wator ntrunitnd decreabod root activi

ty may have also induce;d tertility problemn which con

tributed to the poor yielldri (ox the. 14-day treat.menta. 

These treAtmenth howad pht)ophorui dat1citncy symptoms 

(purplinq of leaven). With mtoverv boil-wnt-r btrean
 

thape were timeo that tcw actiVe roots were preent in 

tse zone of hiqh tartility. 'SlUcn lpholsphotru , (and 

other nutrionta tuch an tinc), was c nti d to the upper 

15 cm of tih profile, it. wan niot nturpr initi ii to obA)ervo 

the deficiency of thin olemant in thn 14-day ttoatmants. 

Water induced ph mh(orua diCtvincy, may pattially ox

plain the routilta of Yont., in NC.tJ (1')7)), at the rlrl0 

which ahowod broadcant phosphorus ipplication, to be 

generally ouporior to banded npplicatioun when w4ter 
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supply was limited.
 

These results point out the need for integration
 

of *oil-plAnt-water studies. As a result of root in

activation and internal metabolic changes we may expect
 

lingering effects of soil-moisture stress even after
 

turgidity his beun restored and soil-wat"r is in ade

quate supply. [)Determlnaition of stress aftereffects is
 

generally iqnored and m?iy be pirticularly i-.portant if 

repeated stresbe rere placod on tho crop. Alsjo, it must 

be noted that, taken alone, mealsurements of soil-water 

stress for a crop grown under cyclic stress conditions 

do not have vAlidity for qa(jin(q the effect of stress 

upon yield. The im|lpications of this observation will 

be covered in more detail in the next section. 

Yield and Soil-Water Stress
 

Readings from tenhtometers and gypsum blocks taken
 

at 15- and 30-cm depths were used to develop two stress
 

paramoters, Average D)ily Strosu 
and Stress Cjunt, which 

were used au inaicon In ytoiilt. 

1. Average 0)4Iy Streud (ADS) - in units of bars 

per day. Tho clahulation of ADS was made by 

addition of t ll-water atroun on days when 

sali-watar toflnion win nb)ovo a cortain minimum 

valuo (the thratshold estrons). Thin tot4al was 

divided by tho numbor Of d4ys in the observa
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tional period, giving ADS. A similar measure
 

of stress has been devised by Taylor (1953).
 

2. 	 Stress Count (SC) - This is a count of the
 

number of days that the crop was subjected to
 

a minimum threshold stress.
 

These two parameters were determined:
 

1. 	 At two depths, 15 and 30 cm.
 

2. 	 Above c.ertain minimum stress thresholds:, :D
 

a. 	 Dry season
 

.37 bars corresponding to 50% soil-water
 

depletion; .
 

.50 bars corresponding to 60% soil-water
 

depletion;
 

.75 bars corresponding to 68% soil-water
 

depletion.
 

b. 	 Wet season
 

For .2, .35, .5, .65, and .8 bars.
 

3. 	 For crop periods, each of 63 days. Dale and
 

Shaw (1965) have identified a critical water
 

period for corn of 9 weeks, 6 weeks prior to
 

silking to 3 weeks thereafter.
 

a. Dry season b. Wet season 

49-112 days 45-108 days 

63-126 " 52-115 " 

74-137 " , 59-122 " 

66-129 " 
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These.Stress iParameters ,36 in the-idry season arnd
 

80 in'the,wet season,-were-correlatedwwith ,yield.: For.
 

' regularly scheduled irrigations ,in the dry.season ini

tial attempts at correlations were poor because SC and
 

ADS parameters for 14-day treatments were less .than for
 
7-day treatments. This.observationwas a direct result
 

of the stress aftereffects described in the previous 

section. -.
It was concluded that the aftereffects of a
 

severe stress cannot be measured by soil moisture sen

sors.-for"although the sensors indicatei.an:adequate soil
 

moisture supply, the plants still acted as though water
 

was'-somehow deficient,. 
This conclusion .called for a
 

modification of the soil-waterstress concept as an in

dex to yield. For the 14-day treatments, the stress
 

Scoun#t',parameters were increased,by 3 days for each irri

gationcycle! This parameter modification.reflects plant 

b'behavior on those days following termination of soil

tWater/stress when the plant system was not functioning 

.normally. Stress parameters for 7-day irrigation treat

ments were not modified since those,treatments rebounded 

from drying cycles with rapid rates-.ofETJ ...Severely 

:stressed year-simulation "treatments appeared to rebound 

from the stress inl-2 days.,,w Since the stresses were not 

repeated (except for 1945-46) no .modificationwas made 

in the SC parameter .for.year-simulation treatments. 

These modifications.were ,specific to.the treatments 



in the experiment. It would be valuablei if future re

search could for example establish the relationship.
 

between per cent root inactivation and soil-water,;stress,
 

and per cent recovery from stress aftereffects and time..:
 

Correlation coefficients for the'dry season 'tvari"
 

ables are presented in table 23;.' The following conclu

•sions are appropriate: ' "*, ', *; . 
1. Yield is strongly and,,•iegatively
' 
and
neatie lyrelate&,!to 

soil-water stross). 'Correlations as"high as 

'-.98.were attained many with-7significance:-. 

at the .01 level. .

-2',The SCtype of stress measureis a: better in

dex to yield thaniis*the ADS. It is also.
 

'easier to compute and modify. , 

3,7,-, The'SC measurement at 15 cm is,a better index 

...'' to" yield for regularly scheduled irrigations; 

the SC measurement at 30 cm is a better index
 

to yield for year-simulation irrigations. This'
 

,0_...
may be explained because regularly scheduled
 

irrigations exhibited a wide range in stress
 

* measurements at 15 cm, (3-day treatments were 

always wet and 14-day treatments generally dry), 

-whereas for year-simulation treatments, the 

range in SC at the .15 'cm depth was narrow.. The 

fact! that SC at 15 cm was not,significantly 

correlated with yield is' an'!indication of the 



Table 23 	 Correlation Coefficients Relating Yield and Selected Dry Season
Stress Parameters for Two Types of Irrigation Treatments. 

Regularly Scheduled 

Treatments 

Parameter r 

SC(.75,74-137,15)** -.95 

SC(.50,74-137,15)** -.94 

SC(.50,63-126,15)** -.93 

SC(.75,63-126,15)"* -.92 

SC(.37,74-137,15)-

SC(.50,63-126,30)* 
SC(.37,74-137,30)* 

SC(.37,63-126,15)* 

SC(.53,49-i13,15)* 

S n. .0:cant . 05 
"Highly Significant
ADS - Aerage Daily 
SC - Stress Count 

-.92 

-.91 

-.91 

-.90 

-.90 


.01 
Stress 

(Threshold stress (bars). 
msurmemnt (W)) 

Year-Simulation
 
Treatments 

Parameter r 

SC(.37,63-126,30)** -.98 

SC(.37,49-113,30)** -.97 


SC(.37,74-137,30)** -.96 


SC(.50,49-113,30)* -.89 

SC(.50,63-126,30)* -.89 

SC(.75,74-137,30)* -.87 

SC(.50,74-137,30)* -.84 

ADS(.50,74-137,15) -.66
 

period of 	stress weasurmnt 

All Treatments 
Parameter r 

SC(.75,74-137,15)** -.83
 
SC(.50,74-137,15)** -.81
 
SC(.75,49-113,15)** -.78
 
SC(.50,49-1l3,15)** -. 77
 
SC(.50,74-137,30)** -. 77
 
SC(.37,74-137,15)** -.77
 
SC(.37,74-137,30)** -.76
 
SC(.74,74-137,30)** -.76
 
SC(.50,49-1l3,30)** -. 73
 

(days), depth of stress 
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od, 74-137 days, frm -) weeks before full 

toltonq to 6-7 veeko thereoftr, we the 

"at orittoe. This tadeoy ts not pparet 

on the year-smalatt o t"etmets beouee We

ter stns Wa imposed on those ttatmOts 

,Srally betwee 60 ed 90 days after p1aint

tq. ?o the rglarly o eduoAed trest"OU.# 

Itreas peWOda Oft**dd up to d4y 109. T., 

the valety of corn UN4 ts thoe e*periemst*. 

the effeet of s erly imo Nay atftot me

tority dote we t"" yield. 

4. 	 hm is |ithuo *Pprmt dtffere Is teffeit 

UpoO yield as asmured by K St the Is- vs 

Ow )WO depth. This €*aot be arpWlatew. 

I tw field# a otrfs at 30 ca wmld oos 

" 9VOR Iritr oil-wi tr otrosi at 15 on. 

T"roe one should epeat tbat a given 

treoe at 30O would be more dotriontol 

ths the oe *ues at Ii Go, 

1. 	 A day of stnes for rogulerly #ehedutd treat

aemto ruitd i a yield loss of approxmaate

ly II kq/ha for saok doy that the threshold 

oteso Was exoeede for yar-stulatlon treat

*to, the Wooret /h~m. To, thef Is 

toi of a strees is 711 greter for year

semlatno tha for regularly seheduled treat



motae In vew of conclusion 4, above, this 

does not apear to be a dleph effect. (All 

of the C values for year-sioulation treat

man. were determined at )0 aw, whereas C 

valume for regularly Goedulod troatmenta 

wero from both IS- and )0-s depth .) tn

stead, the field evidence would indicate that 

the detrimental effect of 4 stresO upon yield 

will be greater when the streo has not been 

repetitIvely imposed. It may be further hy

potheetaed that several stress cycles lend to 

a type of hard4ingl, which in som way pre

pares the crop for at loost some yield in t e 

faOe of subsequent droughts. Conversoely, this 

sugloste that P single strong veranioO in the 

wet eason may have a detrimental effect upon 

yield out of proportion to the results sugges

ted by the cyclic stress pattotn from -egu

larly shoeduled treatments. Support for t.3t 

field evidence may be found in the literature. 

MoCroo (19741, working on sorghum grown under 

controlled oonditione, has reported differences 

in stoatl resistance due to conditionLng with 

repeated stress cycles. Hils results show that 

when stress to imposed on plants having no his

tory of stres@ stomtes will close at lower 



leat water potontials than will stoates 

In plants conditioned to repeated stress 

ayelea4 Th±t rvidt"ie in in the right 41

rIotion to texpldln why yvar-asmulation 

trweatnta (or rAinfed treatznts) may be 

more saroitive to A btreed than regularly 

scheduled treatments. 

6 For both typas of Irrigations, nearly 7O 

of the yield vAriation may be explained by 

simply counting the nubor of days in which 

soil-water btreoa at 15 cm sxceeded .75 

bars, or 68t aoll-water depletion, for the 

period 74-137 dayn tter plantioq. 

The *nalymen of the yield-watr-stress relation

ships tar the wet soason experimontu were not an dofin

itive as for the dry noeaon. It wan an unusually wet 

rainy eaaon. Large oil-water deticits did not ma

torializa, nor were difteroncea in ylelda due to water 

treatmento as ranging would hnve bten desired.wido ina 

The degree of linoar correlation botween yield and the 

stress paramtttur5 w.ans a refloction of the narrow range 

in yfoldo. The bont corroItionn occurred wht-n there 

was ample variation in yield; when the range in yield 

was limited, corrolationa were the poorest. This is 

illustrated in figure 20, whore the absolute value of 
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Figure 20 Relation of Correlation r,efficient r, and Range in Cc 

Yield for Wet Season Experiments. Greater Spread in 
Yield Resulted in Improved Correlation Statistics. 
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r# the correlation statistic, has been graphed on the
 

ordinate and the range in yield has been plotted on
 

the aboissa. This has been done for each of the three
 

experiments and for deep and shallow incorporations,
 

is. for 6 pairs of values. The result is an excellent
 

correlation between the two parameters, with r - .95.
 

Unfortunately, data cannot be combined and ana

lyzed across all three experiments or across incor

poration types for a single experiment. In the former
 

case, yields vary greatly between experiments as a
 

result of factors other than stress (ie., disease).
 

In the latter case, shallow and deep treatments create
 

markedly different rooting patterns which as a conse

quence have different patterns of stress build up and
 

which together, nullify correlations. For example,
 

shallow treatments have relatively few roots at 30 cm
 

and therefore stress at thin depth generally remains
 

low for these treatments and is not well correlated
 

with yield. Only stress at 15 cm on shallow treatments
 

provides a good correlation with yield. Stress at 30
 

cm on deep treatments was wall correlated with yield
 

whereas stress at 15 cm was not well correlated. There

fore, when deep and shallow treatments are combined
 

for yield-stress relatioitships, correlations are very
 

low.
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In spite of these difficulties, the following
 

conclusions may be drawn with respect to tho yield

water-streus relationship in the wet seasonz 

1. 	 The stress count parameters generally gave 

better correlations with yield than did 

ADS.
 

2. Yields were negatively correlated with soil

water stress.
 

3. 	 For Experiments I, II, and III, the best 

correlation coefficients (r values) between 

yield and the stress count parameters were
 

-.64, -.57, and -.77, respectively.
 

4. 	 Quadratic regression models for yield and 

the stres3 parameters gave beat R2 values of 

.48, .31 and .61 for Experimonts I - IIl, 

respectively. These are little improvement 

over 	the linear caue.
 

5. 	 Different patterns of rooting have preclud

ed the use of a single stress depth for both
 

deep and shallow incorporations. Moreover, 

no single tatren:a larameter (for threshold, 

time 	 and depth) could be singled out as 

having universal application under the two 

patterns of rooting and the uncontrolled 

timing of water-short periods. 
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6. 	 Wet season correlation statistics are~lower
 

than similar dry season values.
 

7. 	 Up to 59% of yield variability may be account

ed for by using water stress parameters alone
 

during the wet season. If stress parameters
 

are combined with other crop or soil measure

ments into a 2-variable model, the explicative
 

power of the equations increase greatly. For
 

example, 86% of the yield variability in deep
 

treatrents in Experiment I may be explained
 

using a linear combination of stress and plant
 

height.
 

Yield - Water Response Functions 

' In the dry season, production increases of 1.2 ton/
 

ha can be attributed to increased water adequacy as mea

sured by shortened irrigation intervals. For regularly
 

scheduled irrigation treatments, the yield - water re

sponse function is presented in figure 21. Yields de

creased by 38% as the irrigation interval was increased
 

from 3 to 7 to 14 days. The correlation between yield
 

and irrigation interval was significant at the .02 level.
 

For these treatments, yield was also significantly corre

lated with water parameters such as amount of water
 

applied (r = .83), length of longest dry spell (r = .89), 

and various measures of soil-water stress. 
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FigureJl2 Yield of Shelled Corn (at 15.5% Moisture) versus Length of'
 
-• Irrigation Interval for Regularly Scheduled Irrigation
 

Treatments. Dry Season, Brasilia, 1973.
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In spite of varied patterns of irrigations to simu

late rainfalls, yields were relatively constant for all
 

year-simulation treatments. Statistical measures of
 

yield - water response functions were not significant 

when these treatments were analyzed alone. Therefore, 

these treatments have been combined with the regularly 

scheduled treatments to provide data for the yield. 

water response function presented in figure 22. That 

figure relates yield from all dry season plots to mm of 

water applied in the treatments, ie. before the rains 

began.: A quadratic response function has been ,assumed.", 

This implies: (1)yields decrease greatly when water 

applications are less than 450 mm; (2)under the estab

lished fertility constraints, no gain in yield may be
 

expected for water applications in excess of 840 Mm.
 

The quadratic equation has an R2 of .64 and the parame

ter is statistically significant. :For the range 450-1
 

850 mm of water applied, a linear correlation was also
 

statistically significant with an R2 of .58. Other
 

water parameters'having significant correlations with
 

yield included ET (r =..62) andvarious waterkstress:
 

parameters.
 

Although yield was:well correlate d with various 

measures of water adequacy :the factors listed below com

.bined to limit :full expression of the water variable. 
.-1.1,'H; i d rain in l h rly,"i

Hard rains! in late September brought an early 
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Figure 22 Yield of Shelled Corn (at 15.5% Moisture) versus Amount of 
Water Applied before Onset of Rainy Season (Day 109). Dry 
Season, Brasilia, 1973. 
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surtace predicts that aximum yields occur at 5 days. 

Relative yields decline from loot at 5 days to 96%, 90t 

and 69% of the maximum at 7, 8 and 10 days, roupective

ly. Over this narrow dry-tipal range, tCii :euponse 

surface would appear to provide a reasonable estimate 

of yield reductions caused by voranicos. 

!flE 
 and Conclus ions 
1,. 	 basic soil-water-plant relationships were 

similarly operative for simulated *raintod" 

and "arid irrigation' water management re

gimes,. 

2. 	 Although routivery from visual wilting was 

practically immediate following xn Irriga

tion, trbaraentb uidor(3oxn severe moisture 

otresm t41104 to Una WAtot: It%a A(urmal 0nner 

for t?~eb dAaj attCI tC Ir'Iatlth. -vikpo-

tfpii~R~IiJ1I .0f!l ftst 0 cat Wer#t tho tj et 

only 46 tir t t tjt attIcod pitur to 

the i1fi'Jait|.,+, oiCNtA ti,, AiitSo 

with 4 p.td i .+ ++i i .tit ivatwon in the 

t" "Vf Ur the !tk-tt Aya, 

2. YiI'14 vs volt tuigealig,4 wtth #01|-Wi4te1 

otftoo i hateS oca.t-i4 100 be0* tho_ wet 

s#4 in -,q1Vaud 4* bi* o.1 i n 

the dry #a0 MW -.7 to the W-t 0#0e.. 
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4. 	 For the fertility constraints of the dry 

season experiment, top yields in the absence 

of water stress were estimated at 4.7 ton/ha. 

, 	 One-half bar, or 60% soil-water depletion,
 

may be considered a critical level above
 

which yields are increasingly reduced.
 

6. A day of soil-water stress will result in
 

yield decreases of 32-55 kg/ha/day for the
 

range in water stress in the dry neason ex

periment.
 

7. The impact of a stress wan greater for year

simulation than for regularly scheduled treat

mnts. This suggests that an internal mech

anism exista, analojous to hardeninq, for 

preparing a crop for repeated drought periods. 

S. 	 Dry season yielda were well correlated with 

irrigation interval ?.d amount of water 

applied. 

Not seaeon yields were only weakly atttewtd 

by veraitoos ot up to I days. 



CHAPTER VI
 

CROP WATER USE, WATER REQUIREMENTS, AND THE
 
POTENTIAL FOR DRY SEASON PRODUCTION 

Introduction
 

Utilization of agronomic data requires base level
 

measurements of climatic and soil conditions under which 

the crop was grown. These were presented in detail in 

Chapters II and III. How a crop responds to the climat

ic variables has value in making resiults more generally 

applicable. For agriculture in the developmental stages, 

these data have value in planning for future development. 

In this chapter, functional relationships will be 

presented to relate evapotrans)i rat ion to the various 

climatic parameters measured during the growinq se~aon. 

Data will be presented on crop water use, and an euti

mate will be made of the water requirementut for dry 

season irrigated cropping. Lautly, the potential for 

iropping in tho dry versua the wet season will be dis

cussod.
 

Results
 

g 

For the dry season, field instnrwntation was ad*

quate to dotomine chan . in aoil-wator storage. Using 

Crop vapotransptration and Climatic Factors
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equations presented in Chapter III, changes in storage
 

were separated into crop ET and internal drainage (deep
 

percolation). Because of the onset of the rainy season
 

it was impossible to accurately calculate ET uaing ten

siometers and blocks after day 109.
 

To establish functional relationships between ET
 

and the meteorological parameters, dry season treatments
 

were divided into two groups:
 

1. 	 Well watered treatments - Regularly scheduled 

irrigation treatments with an irrigation inter

val of 3 days, and treatments from a phosphor

us experiment where the irrigation interval 

was approximately 5 days and where soil-water 

tensions at 15 cm never exceeded 1/2 barl 

2. 	 Poorly watered treatments - Regularly scheduled 

irrigation treatments with irrigation intervals 

of 7 or 14 days. 

For 	 the poorly watered treatments, ao:l-wator conditions 

rather than climatic ones exercised the dominant affect
 

upon 	ET. Yor theoe treatments, the correlations of F.T 

with 	climatic factora woe low and not uignificant. Con

sequontly, tho following diacussion will focus on.CT from 

well 	watered troatment* only.
 

for the perLod )t6-100 day* after planting, daily 

Values of M were correlated with deWly valses of pan 

evaporation, olar radiation, m4ximuo tomporatutre, mini
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mum temperature, accumulated wind and average relative
 

humidity. Highly significant correlations were obtained 

for ET and the following parameters: Maximum tempera

ture (r - .69), pan evaporation (r - .67), relative 

humidity (r - -.50), minimum temperature (r = .48) and 

solar radiation (r - .47). Correlation with wind was 

lacking. Regresnion models were run for ET and theive 

climatic factors. For a well watered, dry season corn 

crop in the Brauilia area, the two variable model, Crop 

T - .505 max. temp.** + .642 Pan Evap.** - 13.3, can 

R2
be used to predict ET.' The model has an coefficient
 

of .58 and a coefficient of variation of 29%. The addi

tion of other variables did not markedly improve the
 

fit.
 

During the period from 36-69 days after planting, 

plant height and crop cover increased greatly. Marked 

increa300 occurred in ET. Progressive increases also 

occurred in maximum temperature, pan evaporation and 

solar radiation, while decreases occurred in relative 

humidity. Thome parallel chanqn, in ET and in the 

weather, may po,,ibly void th, qenoral applil.cation of 

the rlationn h ip for ET p r,,,,,ntod above. Thtrofore, 

analyaau were ,ortormod tor the period 70-106 days after 

planting, during which the only climatic factor showing 

I ** a Highly significant correlation at 0.01 level. 
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-46an increase with time was maximum temperature. ,-It: is 

during this period that ET was near the maximum. Para

meters with highly significant correlations with ET were 

pan evaporation (r = .72), solar radiation (r = .68), 

relative humidity (r = -.65) and maximum temperature 

(r - .48); minimum temperature and wind were not signif-. 

icant.1 Crop ET may be determined from pan evaporation,.! 

and solar radiation using: 

Crop ET = .527 Pan Evap** + .00628 Solar**-+ .....
 

.435.
 

This equation has an R2 of .57 and a coefficient of
 

variation of 18%. Since solar radiation data normally
 

would not be available, the one variable model,
 

Crop ET - .77 Pan Evap** + 1.45, 

has usefulness. This equation has an R2 of .52 and a 

coefficient of variation of 18.8%. Data from a class A 

pan may be used with this equation to predict crop ET for 

a well watered crop in the period 70-108 days, (late veg

etative to reproductive stage). For this period, the 

best fit equation without the intercept term was:
 

Crop ET = .96 Pan Evap.
 

Correlation coefficients are equal to or better than,
 

those reported by Drinkwater and Janes (1957) who 
correlated measured potential evapotranspiration of 
Kentucky Bluegrass with climatic factors. In that 
study, 7-day correlations gave the following results: 
pan evaporation - r = .68; solar radiation - r = .43; 
average temperature - r = .40; insolation - r = .60. 
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coefficients in thewo,eations above are similar to
 

values,reported by Tanner,' (1967).
 

. Statistical coefficients, r and R2 for the equa

tions presented in this section may be considered good
 

from three standpoints:
 
1., These coefficients are for equations which
 

relate ET and the climatic factors directly
 

without use of formulas such as Penman's or 

Thornthwaite's. Use of climatic data with 

'%"Penman's equation to estimate evapotranspira

tion would'have improved the statistics. 

21 	 The calculation of ET was made indirectly and
 

was based upon changes in soil-water storage
 

on inference from tensiometers and blocks.
 

3.-	 Correlations were presented only for daily 

data. When data were grouped into 4, 7, 10 

or:14 day intervals, correlation coefficients 

'improved. However, level of significance de

clined because of fewer data points.
 

,,Crop,Evapotranspiration Requirements
 

The .ratio of crop ET to pan evaporation;for the-dry 

seasi6n crop period of 36-108 days is presented in figure 

25.. These data are for 10-day averages of pan evapora

* ion and crop ET from,.Vell watered treatments. Since
 

the ordinate is dimensionless, the graph reflects changes
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in crop ET as influenced by crop stage, but'not weather. 

Peak daily ET, approximating evaporation from a class A 

pan, (7.5 mm/day) occurred during the crop period 65-100 

days. This coincides with a 35-day period of rapid veg

etative and-repoductive growth from three weeks before 

tasseling'totwo weeks thereafter. After day 109, the 

ratio ET to pan evaporation was thought to diminish 

rapidly as.the plants entered the grain filling stage 

and later senesced. This is indicated by the dashed 

line. Since ET before 60 days is less than 75% of pan 

evaporation, the figure suggests that drought3 which 

come early in the crop's development may not be as de

trimental as drought after this period.' For a wet 

season crop, this implies that a droujht in October or 

November may not be of great consequence. 

Total evapotranspiration was significantly corre

lated with yield (r = .62). For a well watered, 150

day corn crop, ET was estimated at 550 mm. Poorly 

watered treatments used an estimated 470 mm over the 

1 	 The extent of root proliferation in a young crop is
 
naturally limited. Because of this, a young crop
 
may be thought to be highly susceptible to drought.

However, since the plant is still young it may have
 
roots which continue to grow toward the water. Al
so, the high capillary conductivity of the LVE soil
 
may permit ample flow of water to the limited root
 
system. In general, a young crop needs less water
 
and is better able to rebound from drought than is
 
an 	older crop.
 



150 day period.'
 

Seasonal Croing Comaawrison
 

The wet season ha boon the time of trlditiotO .
 

though limited, cropping in the area, boaus. o tt,
 

lack of precipitation in the dry eoaoon, but other cli

matic factors also influence the auitability ot each
 

season for agricultural purpou . Data tor m ot
 

these are presented in table 16 which givao data tor a 

5-month wet and 5-month day season. Notable is. o
 

A requirement for 470-550 ma of water is not the de
sign field water requirement but rathir the amount 
required for evaporation and transpiration. For ir
rigation runs of 8 motors on this soil, average deep 
percolation losses were approximately 60% of KT. 
Therefore, greater losses could be expected or long
er runs. During the dry season, a certain proportion 
of ET would be supplied by rains in SUptember and 
October, which average 100 mm. The dry season field 
water requirement, supplied through irrigations, was 
estimated as follows: 

ET 510 PON 
Deep Percolation 300 

Rains - 190 
Dry Season Field Water Requirement -

The requirement for 630 mm of water is for a rather
 
efficient gravity system which is unlikely to be
 
duplicated in most gravity systems. Further, this
 
estimate does not include other types of system loss
es, eg. conveyance and application lounno which also
 
may be considerable. A 3prinkler typo irrigation
 
system would be an alternative for keeping losses to
 
a minimum. Proper manaqvment of that systom would
 
be accomplished by frequent wettingn of the shallow
 
root zone, minimizing lonnen due to deep percolation.
 
Farmers in the nearby A&Aandre Gusamo project curr
ently follow practices along these lines.
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q s#*eoR Of 1973s in spite st superior fertility and 

water condittons in the wet season everiments. 

Yield roductiono In going from Experiment I to 

Bxpertmento 11 and Ill are striking. Averge yields 

in Rseritdnta 11 and III were 00% and 401 respectively 

ot £zperimnnt I yields. This occurred in spits of idon

t4*l conditiono of solla, fertility levela and water 

treatznta. Tho variable production was not due to 

veasther tacturs per so, but, rather to disease and in

sea% problenm which lay have been clitaatologically 

induco.&
 

It Is not tosiLbl6 to conclude that the dry season 

prod4ucton potential is greater because ot hiqter radi

etjon, pan evaporation or other climatic tactors. How

ever, one mAy ooncludo that the incidence of uncontrolled 

vattble., Including dliooso, insects and unoepctod 

drought, tsoreeter during the wet season. For this 

IMhe lesson tram a oomparison ot those oxporiments ioclear. To do an etoctivo job of agricultural produ-
Uon for reosarch) In a humid tropical climate, con
elderailte atrntion must be paid to the tull comple
ient at tactors which go into tZie production process.
To toculu awi-sly oil water or trtillilty pjpatl|cs alone 
wil by ot auan* I nauto hi111 level* st prodtcIttIon 
especially Whore "lcogit+itll vard lolatan are -poprativo. 

Ntrther, it say 140 ava",uiltod that disaase anld insect$ 
will beos+.,. soro nariou* plnolhema On the fqlwn to 
ar, intonolvely Cultlvatl Currently, rarmrms on 
the1n*inaby Aleandra Guaamc project acknowlodgo a 
preterenoo for dry **&son production to avold such 
problemo on vegetable crops. 
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reason# the potential for irrigated production in the 

dry season is greater thah for the wet season under 

rainfed conditions.
 

8UMVY and Conclusions 

1. For the dry season, crop 3T was highly sig

nificantly correlated with climatic measure

wnts, in particular, pan evaporation, solar 

raoiation, And rvlative humidity. Functional
 

relationshipu were lrotieted between crop IT 

and 	 the standard meteorological paramaters, 

2. 	Crop IT was aignificantly correlated with 

yield. 

3. 	 Peak crop water use occurred from three weeks 

before tasselinng to two weeks thereafter. 

4. 	 Dry season ovApotranuplr~tionl roquiresmento 

wore 	v mt1atad at 470-1,Io mm. 

5. 	 Clisn~tc data bluijcit tit signiticant limita

tions to IrriqAto4d ptikduction of moot crops 

in the dzy bna oll. 

*, There wats io coIIcluaiv evidence that the dry 

season crop piroduction potential in greater 

than the wet b4bO1W lsauuae of hilhar rAdia

tion, pan evapir)atilon, or other cllm 4tie fac

tors. lJoevar, the Itsledaica of uncontrolled 

varkablop nuch A4 dloe4Ioi and Inmocto to 
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grater in the wet season and consequently
 

the potential for crop production may be
 

considered greater in the dry soason.
 



CHAPTER VII
 

EFFECTS OF DIFFERENTIAL DEPTHS OF LIMESTONE
 
INCORPORATIONS IN RELATION TO WATER TREATMENTS
 

Introduction
 

In Brasilia, Gonzales, in NCSU, (1973) has reported
 

that deep incorporations (0-30 cm) of 4 tons of lime

stone/ha gave yield increases of up to 20% when compared
 

with shallow incorporations (0-15 cm). He showed that
 

deep incorporations nearly doubled the length of roots
 

per unit soil volume in the zone 15-30 cm when compared
 

with shallow incorporations. It would follow that the
 

more extensive root systems in the deep treatments would
 

permit more water and/or nutrient exploitation, and that
 

one or both of these was the direct cause for the supe

riority of the deep incorporations.
 

The purpose of this chapter is to present experi

mental results which pertain to differential depths of
 

limestone incorporation in relation to water treatments.
 

The effect of limestone incorporation depths in relation
 

to water utilization patterns will be discussed. Con

clusions will be drawn as to the reasons for the observed
 

benefits from deep liming.
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Results
 

Deep vs Shallow Incorporations
 

In the dry season, the mean yield for deep treat

ments (3956 kg/ha) was nearly identical to the mean
 

yield from shallow treatments (4026 kg/ha). Soil test
 

information is helpful in explaining why results did
 

not show the benefits from the deep incorporation which
 

had been demonstrated earlier by Gonzales and which were
 

to be confirmed in the subsequent results from wet sea

son water experiments. At the conclusion of the experi

ment, soil samples from each plot were taken from depths
 

of 0-22.5 cm and 22.5-45 cm. Since tensiometer and
 

block placement gave water utilization from 0-22.5 cm
 

and 22.5-45 cm, these depths were selected for sampling.
 

These depths did not correspond exactly with the nominal
 

incorporation depths, but nevertheless analyses were
 

expected to demonstrate the effectiveness of the incor

poration treatments for creating differential rooting
 

environments. Samples were analyzed for pH, aluminum
 

and calcium + magnesium; the results are presented in
 

table 28. Results indicate virtually no differences be

tween deep and shallow incorporations as measured by pH,
 

aluminum, calcium + magnesium or percent aluminum satura

tion. For some unexplained reason, the variation in
 

depth of incorporation of limestone which was desired
 



Table 28 	 Soil pH, Exchangeable Al, Exchangeable Ca + Mg 
and Percentage Al Saturation for Unlimed Soil 
and for Deep and Shallow Limestone Incorpora
tions in the Dry Season 1973 Water Experiment. 

Treatment 
Depth 
(cm) (in 

pH 
water 1:1) 

Exchangeable 
Al(meq/100g)3 

Exchangeable 
Ca+Mg(meg/100g) 4 

Al Saturation 
(%) 

"Not Limed"- ' 0-15 4 .5 5 ' 1.14 0.35 77 
15-30 4.61 1.09 0:31 78 
30-45 -4.69 0.91 0.22 81 

Shallow- 0-22.5 5.23 0.33 2.37 :12 
(0-15 cm, 22:5-45 4.87 0.70 0.96- :427 
Incorporation) . -

:Deep2 "0-22.5 5.20 0.40 1.94 17 

(0-30 cm 22.5-45 4.90 0.71 0.93 .43 
7Incorporation) . 

1 Sampled 	Prior to Planting in May 1973.
 
3 	Sampled after Harvest in December 1973.
 
Replacement with 1 N KCI and titration with NaOH.
 
Replacement with 1 N KC1 and titration with EDTA.
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esults: from"the.-wet season experiments'were more
 

definitiveandclearly show.the -,beneficial effects upon
 
yld from deep i mestone inc0rporations. :.t,Yi"ld data
 

,f ifIdffro imeft r ft 1t i 
 t
 

are presented in table 29 and were graphed .in figure
 
23. For Experiments I and II, yield-increases due only.
 

to depth of incorporation averaged 1.4 ton/ha, or 32%.,
 
For each pair of .irrigation treatments in Experiments ft 

-I and II, and for all water treatments icombined, 'highly 

significant differences were obtained,. For Experiment
 

III, in which yields were severely"depressed by disease,
 

average yield increasez duetto deep..incorporations were
 

still significant. 
 ft
 

The direct effect from-Incorporation differences is
 

reflected in soil test results given in table 29. Unlike
 

thei dry: season,-clear differences between-,the incorpora

tions,were established- Forshallow, incorporations, per
cent-aluminum,saturation:,with depth " 4 

tw. e.4%45%,: an
 

55%, whereas for,deep-incorporations perceit aluminum.-, "
 

asaturations.were,'more uhiform, 26%, '22%Y,,I,28% respective
ly. These aluminum saturations were stiil higher than
 

desired but'similar to what'Soaie ,t.e ,a1. (1973) report'
 

for aluminum neutralization onthip soil.Tfor a 4"ton/ha., 

application'iOf iiimestqre. For-,s1allow*, treatments, pH 

and Ca + Mghwere igher intkhe zone 0-15 cm than for deep 
e o
treatments. .,Below 15 cm, tte""d t
 

r vapso ancorporatiots show
 

higher valuesfo6r pH'and,"fox Ca. +'Mg. these analy.From 
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Table 29 	 Yield of Shelled Corn (at 15.5%
 
Moisture) by Irrigation Treat
ment for Wet Season 1973-74
 
Water Experiments
 

Yield (kg/ha)
 
.. •Limestone 
 Incorporation


Irrigation Treatment 
 Shallow 	 Deep
 

Exporiment I
 

4-Day 5067 6640
 
7-Day 4949 6403


Not Irrigated 4592 5961
 

Experiment II
 

4-Day 	 3757 
 5321
 
7-Day 	 4094 
 4947
 

Not.Irrigated 	 3761 4830
 

Experiment III
 

4-Day 2623 2642
 
7-Day 2498 2621
 

Not Irrigated 1976 
 2789
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ses we may conclude the following:
 

1) Nominal incorporation types, deep and shallow,
 

.-were in fact achieved as evidenced by diff

erences in pH, Ca + Mg and Al;
 

2). The shallowincorporation treatment resulted
 

flna very favorable rooting environment in
 

the zone 0-15 cm and a very unfavorable en

vironment in the zone 15-45 cm. From a,
 

chemical standpoint, the deep treatment re

sulted in a relatively uniform soil profile
 

to 45 cm. This uniformity would permit more
 

uniform corn root exploration with increasing
 

depth in the profile.
 

Root densities were not determined directly. Rather
 

an, indication of root activity was obtained by comparing
 

soil-water stress readings at 30 cm for the 2 depths of
 

Incorporation. Average daily stress and stress count at
 

30 cm are higher for deep incorporations than for shallow
 

incorporations which indicates that for deep incorpora

tions more water is being removed from the 30 cm zone,
 

this a result of an active root zone in this region. In
 

contrast, .shallow treatments evidenced lower stress at
 

30 cm, hence less water being removed from this zone and
 

-therefore less root activity in that region.
 

* 
 The soil test results present a strong and plausible
 

picture of the differential effects of the incorporations.
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They 	do not however explain why deep incorporations are
 

superior to shallow ones. Two hypotheses are proposed,
 

both 	associated with the larger crop root system of
 

deep incorporations:
 

1) Better utilization of soil-water, especially
 

when water is a limiting factor.
 

2) Better crop nutrition because of:
 

a) 	 Increased utilization of soil nutrients
 

which are deeply located and associated
 

with more moist soil conditions. This
 

would be particularly true of nutrients
 

either supplied from the limestone it

self, or for the mobile nutrients, N and
 

K, since these nutrients would be dis

tributed throughout the zone 0-45 cm.
 

Other nutrients, P, Zn, etc. were applied
 

after the limestone and were presumably
 

confined to the top 15 cm of the root
 

zone.
 

b) 	 Decreased aluminum toxicity with depth.
 

Aluminum does more than simply restrict
 

rooting and general ionic uptake. High
 

aluminum concentrations in plants have
 

been shown to have an adverse metabolic

effect on certain crops (Foy.. and Brown,
 

1963).
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The evidence from wet season Experiments I and II
 

negates the hypothesis of yield differences caused by
 

better water utilization as a result of deep incorpora

tions. In 4-day irrigation treatments, soil-water ten

sions were kept at approximately 0.2 bars for both deep
 

and shallow incorporations. In other words, water was
 

in no way limiting growth, and one cannot attribute the
 

1.6 ton/ha in yield increases from deep incorporations
 

to increased water availability. If deep incorporations
 

enabled better water utilization, that advantage would
 

have been equalized in 4-day treatments, and deep and
 

shallow incorporations would have had similar yields.
 

Yield differences between incorporations are relatively
 

constant for all irrigation treatments in Experiments I
 

and II. If improved water utilization was the result of
 

deep incorporations, poorly watered treatments should
 

show the best gains from deep incorporations; this was
 

not the case. Deep treatments made the largest gains
 

from increasing water availability. For example, in
 

going from 8-day to 4-day water treatments in Experiment
 

I, deep treatments gained 679 kg/ha and shallow treat

ments gained 475 kg/ha. In Experiment II, deep treat

ments gained 491 kg/ha while shallow treatments yielded
 

approximately the same over all water treatments. 
Ap

parently, deep treatments-had a nutritional advantage
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orences between 4-day treatments in Experiment 1I1, con

olusions from that experiment should be subordinated to
 

results from I and II because of the disease problem
 

previously described.
 

To gain insight into crop nittritional status, ear 

leaf sampling was made on all experiments ,itsilking
 

stage. Anoly-;eo; wore performecd for N, P, K, Cai, Mg, Na, 

An, Mn, Fe, Cu, 13,and Al for all experiment;; S was 

determined only for Experiment I. Mean concentrations
 

of these elements by incorporations are given in table
 

30.
 

Elemental concentrations have been compared with 

similar data in Jones (1967) and Chapmai (1966). N, P, 

K and Mg concentrations were on the low side; all other 

elements analyzed appeared to be present in adequate but 

not toxic amounts. Although leaf aluminum levels were 

high to excessive (Jones, 1967) there is no evidence 

that leaf aluminum had a detrimental effect upon yield. 

Neither was leaf aluminum a cause for the differences
 

between deep and shallow incorporations.
 

Correlations between ear leaf concentrations of
 

the elements and yield were run, but no correlations 

were obtained which could be interpreted as cause and 

effect between the elemental concentrations and yield. 

In general, calcium and maanesium wprp nPnAi-ixrn1,%, 



Table 

Element 


N(%) 
P(%) 
K(%) 
Ca(%) 
Mg(%) 
K/(Ca+Mg) 
Na(ppm) 
Zn(ppm) 
Mn(ppm) 
Fe (ppm) 
Cu(ppm) 
B(ppm) 

Al (ppm) 

S(O) 

Yield (kg/ha) 


30 	 Concentrations of Various Elements in the Corn Ear 
Leaves at Silking for Two Depths of Incorporation 
of Limestone and for Three Experiments, Wet Season 
1973-74.
 

Experiment I Experiment II Experiment III
 
Shallow Deep Shallow Deep shallowDo
 

2.14 2.17 2.03 2.10 2.23 2.38
 
0.18 0.17 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.14
 
1.20 1.42 0.98 1.01 0.88 1.32 
0.95 0.78 0.76 0.63 0.34 0.47 
0.24 0.19 0.19 0.16 0.10 0.12 
0.46 	 0.68 0.48 0.65 1.05 1.01
 
29 26 34 31 29 33
 
24 25 16 18 14 20
 
51 51 43 42 38 47
 

116 11 77 73 69 	 93
 
7.6 	 7.2 4.0 4.1 2.8 4.9 

13 12 13 12 10 12
 
393 381 167 156 192 211
 
0.177 0.185
 
4728 6335 3843 5033 2269 2684
 

fA 
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Uptake and utilixation of potassium have been shown 

to be influenced by concentrations of calcium and mag

nesium, and vice versa.' The ratio, (meq leaf K)/(meq 

leaf Ca f meq leaf Mg), was calculated and used as an 

index to yield. IFor Experiment 1, this ratio in plott

ed 	against yield in figure 27. The ratio was highly
 

significantly correlated with yield, but the scattering
 

of 	data points within incorporattion types suggests that 

other factors, not yet known, will Le required to ac

count for yield differences between deep and shallow
 

incorporations.
 

In Experiment III, visual symptoms, confirmed by
 

test foliar applications of magnesium, revealed defici

ency of this element in deep treatments but not in
 

shallow treatments. This may be explained by relatively
 

high concentrations of calcium and potassium in deep
 

treatments in this experiment which likely interfered
 

with magnesium nutrition in the plants. Although it is
 

possible that ionic imbalances may have been responsible
 

for observed yield differences between deep and shallow
 

incorporations, the evidence is not conclusive on this
 

matter.
 

Uptake of the mobile elements, nitrogen and potas

1 	 For a discussion of t'%e subject of potassium inter
actions with other cations see Chapters XVI and XVII 
in 	 Kilmer, et al. 1968. 
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K/(Ca + Mg) 

Figure 27 	Yield of Corn vs Ratio of Potassium to Calcium
 
Plus Magnesium, for Deep and Shallow Incorpora
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aium, was higher in deep treatments. This suggests
 

that deep treatments may have profited from a larger
 

root system which tapped nitrogen and potassium in the
 

1
 zone 15-45 cm.


Limestone Incorporations and Water Use with Depth
 

Deep and shallow limestone treatments from dry
 

season experiments showed no differences in patterns of
 

water utilization with depth. 
That the nominal incor

poration treatments showed no differences is not surpri

sing in light of the soil tebt results. What is unusual
 

is the water extraction pattern itself, figure 28, which
 

shows that 84% of crop water use occurs from the top 45
 

cm of the profile. For corn on the LVE soil, on which
 

these experiments were conducted, effective water use
 

is confined to the top 60 cm of the profile. This is
 

in marked contrast to water extraction patterns reported
 

Further work should be done, particularly with regard
 
to potassium and magnesium nutrition. Determinations
 
should be made of soil potassium and its distribution
 
in the soil profile. Since this element is very mo
bile and likely to be leached from the root zone due
 
to its inability to be exchanged or fixed in this
 
soil which has a low cation exchange capacity and an

absence of 2:1 clays, consideration should be given

to sidedressings of potassium as 
crop growth progress
es.
 

It is further recommended that ear leaf sampling be
 
done three or more times during the growing season
 
to relate when ionic uptake occurred to plant growth.
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'Figure,28 Percentage Water Extraction by Depth
LVE Soil, Dry Season, Brasilia. 
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for corn ,on soils, with llessraluminum saturation,., Fisch

bach. and, Somerhalder (1972)jin Nebraska, and Russell and. 
Danielson (1956) in Illinois, 	 report soil-water utiliza-, 

tion by corn to a depth of 150 cm, or more. 	 J'_ 

Since nominal incorporation treatments were not in
 

fact achieved, analysis of water extraction patterns was
 

made after separating treatments into two groups on the
 

basis of soil test results. The four treatments with
 

the lowest percentage aluminum saturation from 22.5-45
 

cm were:placed in one group, those four with the highest
 

percentage aluminum saturation were placed in a second
 

group.: :Results are presented in table 31.
 

Table 31 	 Water Extraction with Depth for Two Groups

of Treatments Representing Low and High

Percentage Aluminum Saturation from 22.5
45 cm.
 

Water Extraction (%) 

Depth(cm) Low Al Saturation High Al Saturation 

0-22.5 57 52 
22.5-45 28 32 
45-75 

75-105 
9 
6 

10 
6 

Mean Al Saturation ,,_-34% . 55% 
(22.5-45 cm)
 

The comparison :of water,extraction patterns for the two 

groups reveals':no differences between the two groups and 

no substantial difference from the pattern of figure 28. 
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rAlthough Gonzales, In NCSU, (1973) has eshown that
 

the effect of deep incorporation of 'lime lisr.to increase
 

root proliferation with depth there lis, no evidence fromr
 
.
 

the dry season data to support the conclusion that the
 

enlarged root system enabled the crop to change its
 

pattern of water extraction. This however may be said
 

to conflict with visual'evidence thatplants grown on
 

deep'limed soil will withstand wilting for 2-3 days
 

after wilting has occurred on shallow limed treatments.
 

There can be little doubt that this is a water effect.
 

The'answer may be that small amounts of water, not suf

ficient to change the overall pattern of water extrac

tion, might be temporarily adequate to keep plants from
 

wilting. Further, the high capillary conductivity val 

ues reported for this soil would act to minimize extrac

tion pattern differences between treatments. Further
 

studies are recommended to 'aid in understanding this
 

apparent anomaly.
 

Summary and Conclusions
 

1. 	 Deep incorporations of limestone (0-30 cm) out 

yielded shallow incorporations (0-15 cm) -tby: 

1.6 	ton/ha or 30% across all water treatments.
 

'
 *2' Water and nutritional hypotheses were proposed
 

,°
 oaccount for differences between incorpora

tion types.
 

t -	 .
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i3 r:j At! average soil-water ,tensions ofl; 0;2 bars in 
bothincorporation types, yield, differences 

between.deep and ,shallow.Incorporations were
 

1.'6 ton/ha. At low soil-water tensions, this
 

is evidence to negate the hypothesis that
 

yield differences were due to increased water
 

availability. Under more'limiting soil-water
 

conditions, deep treatments would likely bene

fit from theeffect of a larger crop root
 

system and'its ability.to extract water from
 

deeper dep'ths.
 

4. 	 Soil-water extraction: was effectively confined
 

to the top 60 cm of the soil profile, with
 

almost 85% of the water use occurring from
 

the top 45 cm of the profile.
 

5. 	 Deep and shallow incorporation :ypes had simi

lar patterns of water extraction. Soil-water
 

extraction appeared to be-independent of per

centage aluminum.saturation. However, this is
 

not supported by visual observations L4f wilting.
 

6.,: Analyses were reported for 13 elements in the
 

• 
corn ear leaves in an effort to determine
 

whether yield differences could be: attribfited
 

.to nutrition.
 

7. 	 There is evidence that deep liming had..a bene--4
 

ficial nutritional effect especially in terms:,
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of ptassiW4 nutriton' .- -However,',it''is 

..likel thtlhs,1ement alone VwilI. account ' 

~for observed yield. diffeecs 



CHAPTER VIII
 

LACK OF .WATER CONTROLAND .,ITS .,EFFECT:ON, 
 , 
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
 

Introduction
 

The question of profitability of supplemental ir

rigation in rainfed environments has been studied by
 

workers such as Asopa and Swanson (1969), Reutlinger and
 

Seagraves (1962) and Allen and Lambert (1971), 
among
 

others. 
Their common approach is the use of historical
 

weather records in combination with crop production re

cords to assess the benefits from the supplemental ir

rigation capability. Unique to the Brasilia situation
 

is the fact that a productive agriculture does not yet
 

exist in the region, yet the same question is being
 

asked. However, the question of supplemental irrigation
 

is not simply, will it be profitable, but more impor

tantly will it be required for agricultural development
 

of the region.
 

'The research information presented in Chapters II
 

and III describes the critical importance ofwater for
 

agricultural production in Central Brazil., Thisinfor

mation, together with results from Chapters V, VI and
 

VII provides understanding into the manner in which
 

water-affects the Production process,. The purposeof 
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this chapter is to put -that.research :information into
 
iai framework whih ;can; b eful.in assessing the ,need
 

for irrigation in Central Brazil. The focus will be
 

on determining that need in -the wet season, for if-it
 

can be established that an irrigation capabilit is..
 - I . . ..
 

justified for that.season, then ,the same system will
 

of course be used.and will pay dividends in the ,dry
 

season. ,
 

.Methodology
 

Determination will be made of long term average
 

yield losses for corn in the absence of. a functioning
 

and well managed irrigation system. These losses, less
 

the cost of developing and using the water resource,
 

may be considered the benefits from.improved water man

agement in the wet season.
 

Benefits from 
 Cost of 
Improved Wet Value of - Developing
Season Water Yield Losses And Usingothc
Management Water Resource
 

For two reasons, no attempt will be made to attach,a
 

monetary value to the elements of the- equation. First;
 
the:,losses/costs may be expectedto'vary greatly in..time
 

1 The .question of water availability in the dry.season. 
will not be discussed in this dissertation. Pruntel
 
(1975) has concluded that there is sufficient water
 
to irrigate from 5 - 10% of the Federal District in
 
the dry season.
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and space.' Secondly,. social-costs,and benefits would
 

need to be,as'sessed and reduced to: like,monetary terms
 

'
for incJusion*"in the equation. Therefore, the require

ment 'fbrthe developed water 'resource will'be:gaged
 

only 1n termsof the predicted lng term effects of 

drou hs upon yields. 

The: prbability distribution function' for the
 
parameter, :1 ongest:dry spell, preSented in Chapter II
 

will be combined with crop response data from yield

water 'response ,functions, ,developed in Chapter V, to
 

assess 'the need for wet season'irrigation in Central
 

Brazil. The parameter,' longest dry spell, has been
 

used b6th"for rainfall probabilty analysis and as the
 

basis ifor triggering water treatments in Experiments 

I - III. This parameter was the basis for ;the treat

ment differences 'and therefore :has: actual physical 

significahce. 

The use of longest dry spell is a simplifying
 
approach t6 a:diffircultrproblem, 'ie.how to deal with
 

various 'cominations of drought severity ,and ;duration
 

and their effect upon yield. This approach 'isnot
 

without limitations since possible -combinations of
 

dry arid Wet' spells in 'five-month peri6d arealmost
 

'
infinite.- 'Dry's' 1 1
e l:effects upon crops are further
 
e
complicated"byth following: '' , . . 

,
' 1.' '.
. Impacts 'of'dry."periods are not independent
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events. Suppose..one ,n-day dry,,;period, was;., • 

followed by, one wet day and then, by, another,. 

m-day dry period. , .This. might- be more, dam- ; 

aging than. the two dry- periods ,,more- widely 

spaced.; Such was..the: case in 1970-7.when 

there occurred dry spells of, 13 and 16 days. 

separated only ,,by, 6, nunof precipitation. 

.-That year, the, corn crop ,at the oExperiment, 

-	 . Station was lost. 

r2.	The effects of dry-day sequences are only 

indirectly related to crop yield through . 

:.:,-:soil-water stress and thence plant-water 

stress. But, as was pointed out in Chapter, 

V, soil-water stress is not always a good 

index to ,water effects upon .yeld,0 

3. 	 O.ther atmospheric factors beside rainfall
 

have not been considered. For example, a
 

10-day dry .spell,under generally: overcast 
.onditions may,notbeas -detrimental as .a
 

10-dayidry period when radiant energy is . 

higher.. 	 

4. 	 The relationin .time between. dry spell .,. 

,.,occurrences and,.critical crop,stage is of, 

utmost importance for,,a-crop such as corn.-

A dry spell of 10 dayso atsilking. may be. ,, 

.,,.7, 
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in -the crop's growth, or immediately prior 

to tlarvest;
 

Yield-Water Response Functions
 

Results from the.,.three wet season experiments have
 

been presented in figure 24. This is a generalized
 

response function in that it Pools yield data from all
 

three experiments and from both deep and shallow in

corporations. The dependent variable is relative yield
 

(the yield for a particular water treatment divided by 

the best yield for that experiment and incorporation 

type*.Use of.,the dimensionless parameter, relative
 

yield,c',,an-.permit extrapolation of these results to a
 

wide ,r'angeof.. soils, fertility levels, disease con

ditions,. etc. These factors and others may vary great

ly under different manag ment practices and it is only
 

through .arelative yield determination that the results
 

for water response reported herein may be more generally
 

applied. The independent .variable, longest dry spell,
 

was the irrigation criteria used in those experiments.
 

The experimental data did not cover the full range
 

of yield-,response to increasing drought. Therefore,
 

possible extremes in the yield-water response function
 

have been extrapolated in figure 29.
 

1o Response Surface 1 (RS-I) predicts that ther
 

will be no yield of corn after a 14-day
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- Response Surface 2. 

RY = 96.43 + 1.53 Days . 

Response Surface 1
 

-RY =-61.39 + 14.67
--- Days 1.39
 
2
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Relative Yield of Corn vs Longest Dry Spell. Response Sur
-faces 1 and 2 Represent Low and High Yield Models'-for,-the
 
Effect of Dry Spells.Upon Yield.
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droug ximum impactr~modei)-:,,
 

2. 	 Response Surface 2 (RS-2) predicts that there
 

S'will,;be no yield of corn after a 22-day
 

i drought. (Minimum impact model)
 

,.!RS-l1was drawn .fromdata from all three experiments
 

and'-;incorporation types fitted to a 2nd degreei polynomi

nal. :Experimental data beyond an 8-day drought are
r 

lacking;-the :14-day, zero yield prediction is a projec

tion,-,of the curve to more severe drought conditions.
 

Since!,there were yields for 14-day treatments during
 

the: dry season, one may conclude that RS-I overestimates
 

yield lossesi ..
 

RS-2 was drawn from data from the same experiments
 

together with the condition that only after a 22-day
 

dryt spell will yields be so adversely affected by the
 

lack of rain that the crop will be lost. This condi

tion is based upon actual crop data and weather records
 

for'1968-69. Since the 1968-69 crop may have been lost
 

before the full 22 days elapsed, RS-2 represents a con

servative estimate of losses due to lack of rain.1 
 The
 

two response surfaces therefore bracket the range in
 

crop response to drought for corn which will be likely.
 

A 22-day drought immediately prior to harvest will
 
not have the impact that the same length of dry
spell will have earlier in the crop. On the other

hand, it has been pointed out that two dry spells

of durations shorter than 22 days can also result
 
in no yield.
 



under Cerrado conditions ,and erratic :rainfall !:distribu

tions.,
 

A comparison:of ,yield projections from.RS-2 with
 

experimental results from the diy season reveals that
 

7* days without .rain will be associated with,a_ relative 

yield of,84% in the dry season.and 94% in the wet sea-

son. Fourteen days without rain leads to a relative 

•yield of 73% in the dry season and 65% in the wet.
 

Thus, dry season results overestimate yield reductions
 

for short droughts and underestimate losses for longer:
 

droughts. Crop adaptation to repeated 14-day droughts.
 

during the dry season may explain why losses were not
 

greater in the dry season.
 

Probability Distribution Function for the Longest.Dry-.,.
 

Spell
 

The probability distribution function for the
 

longest"dry spell was presented in Chapter II. Briefly
 

stated, each of the 42 years of record was characterized
 

by a single longest dry spell. Results were presented 

in histogram form and a smooth curve was drawn using .:.. 

the!log-normal probability distribution function (figure 

4). This distribution function has been used to predict 

the likelihood that in: any given wet season the longest 

dry period will last ',n days, or longer. - For example, 
thereis a 50% chance that in any 'wet seasn the long 

-' a ' t y , e t , s -~~. 
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est dry .spell will be 14 days or longer. Cumulative
 

data for longest dry spell probabilities were given in.
 

table 5.- -

Long Term Wet Season Yield Losses of Corn in the Absence
 

of Improved Water Control
 

To determine expected long term wet season yield
 

losses, probability data for experiencing a dry spell
 

of length n have been combined with production function
 

data describing the effect upon yield of that n-day dry
 

spell. The method of calculating long term yield loss

es is indicated in table 32. Results reveal that, for
 

the minimum impact projection, long term wet season
 

yields will average only 54% of yields had precipitation
 

been well distributed, or water not otherwise limiting
 

due to a functioning and well managed irrigation system.
 

In other words, with well managed irrigation, these data
 

would indicate that long term wet season corn yields in
 

the Cerrado would nearly double. For the maximim im

pact projection, long term average yields are estimated
 

at only one quarter of possible yields.
 

It is important to note that these production func

tlon data were obtained from field research conducted
 

ait:the local experiment station. To what extent are
 

'these data applicable to the local farmer and to develop

"ment in the region? On the positive'side; onemaynote
 



Table 32- Data for Calculating Long-Term Yield Losses for Corn in theCerrado
 

Longest Probability 
Dry of Longest-

Spell Dry Spell1 
(days) 

.00078 
:5 .00396 

.01152 
_7 .02364 

.03849 
9 .05328 

10_- .06560 
11 .07401 
12 .07813 
13 .07834 
14 .07542 
15 .07032 
16 .06388 
17 .05683 
18 .04971 
19 .04287 
20 .03655 
21 .03087 
22 .02587 

2-3 .02154 

Maximum Impact-Model 

Relative Yield 

Yield 2 Component4 

(%) (%) 


97.83 0.07643 

99.99 0.39659 

99.37 1.14521 

95.97 2.26958 

89.79 3.45616 

80.83 4.30707 

69.09 4.53256 

54.57 4.03902 

37.27 2.91207 

17.19 1.34668 


24.48 


-

FromLog-Normal probability distribution. 
See figure 4.
 
2 14-day, zero yield projection. See RS-l, figure 29.
 
22-day, zero yield projection. 
See RS-2, figure 29.
(Relative Yield) x (Probability of Longest Dry Spell).
 

Minimum Impact Model:7 
Relative Yield 
Yield3 Component

-
4 

(%) (%) 

98.25 0.07676
 
97.36 0.38619
95.93 1.10565:
 
93.97 2.22230
 
.91.46 3.52064
 
88.42 4.71158
84.83 5.56575"
 
80.71 5.97439
 
76.05 5.94285"
 
70.86 5.55137
 
65.12 4.91243
 
58.85 4.13868
 
52.03 3.32468
 
44.68 2.53998
 
36.79 1.82925
 
28.37 1.21632
 
19. 40 0.70929
 
9.89 0.30562
 
0.14
 

54.03
 

4 
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thitltsoiisd and climate -are-representative ,of a.,much' larg

er area. However, on theExperiment stationi inputs
 

pr6 bly "were:greater and ,'management:mOre :intensive than
 

can be ,expected in-theB initial stage of -.
regional farm 

devel6pment. 'While itlis,difficult 0to ' the 'say whether
 

samef-percentage yield reduction will occur, the absolute
 

yielde~reduction probably will ,be less since the farmer
 

is likely to'be operating 0on a lower response-surface.
 

Therefore, he may be less- able to economically justify
 

theldevelopment of an irrigation capability for the wet
 

season than data from the experiment station would indi

cate. However, iffarmers go to high investment crops,
 

the unstable production conditions caused by the erratic
 

rainfall distribution will place an even higher premium
 

on irrigation. Further, it should.not be forgotten that 

dry season,"production benefits. from irrigation would be 

over' andf above those mentioned for the wet season. 

General Implications for Agricultural Development
 

-'Theimpact of these potential yield losses on in

tensive agricultural development is underlined when one 

considers that intensive farming on the Cerrado will

never be inexpensive. Intensive production: under 'con

diti6ns 6f :low native fertility will require large'

.c4pital ,inputs for fertilizer alone. ',:It :Is the inabili

ty''O repay -these inputs in the face of widely-f-luctua
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ting yields which threatens .development'of .an improved,.
 

prosperous and .stable agriculture. 

In spite ofthe .prospect .for instability,of agri-. 

cultural,-production, improved water.management .:will, 
not- be adopted unless dictates motivation;policy . ,or. 

Oocurs.,, Policy options may include.subsidization of ,,.
 

water development, crop pricing policies and tax in- :.
 

centives, among others., Motivation can occur ,only.if
 

the farmer sees and can realize.the benefits from,,,_ 

having a developed water resource. *.Thisis not likely:
 

to occur unless a significant:change occurs in the lo-.
 

cal crop production system, ie. adoption of.new varie

ties/crops and/or changes in .the existing, cropping,.. 

pattern. 

)For the small ,subsistence farmer who has always;. 
operated,;on a :risk-avoidance response surface,, this.. 

may mean,a-shift from exclusive production of .tradi

tional crops such as corn, rice, beans and mandioca,
 

,to a system;,which includes,.production of some crops.
 

for .
,market, together with purchase of fertilizers, and 

crop insurance against losses from lack of water,,.in

sects and.disease. An extreme example would be that 
portion of the Alexandre Gusmao project which, is,,almost '
 

entirely market oriented, with .heavy reliance on .fer

-:tilizers and intensive management. Under that type. of. 
production system,i improved water :management was .per-. 

http:water,,.in
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ceived as #a necessity..
 

Since Cerrado..land is cheap, easily nmchanizeable,
 

and subject to speculative pressures, it is, Mlkely- thdt 
increasing investments will be made by large investors. 

Other: than 'discouraging initia-l investment, the water
 

constraint. may not be ascritical to this type of de

veloper, :If investment in agrLculture .aid production,'
 

is' made mandatory by government policy ,.as opposed to
 
simply investing in the land., ,Iarge investovs imay be
 
able ;to :!cope. witWh bad water years- by development of 
the-water presources, by mixedoattle and crop produc

tionsystems, or simply through benefits of size such
 

as reliance upon capital reserves.> Additional encour

agement for investment should stem from the fact, that 

even if agricultural profits do not fully materialize, 

the profits from land speculation may be large.,... 

.- Given 'the favorable economic climate forf production 
of foodstuffs, together with the impetus for development 

caused by the new capital city, changes in the existing 

Construction of the water delivery system for the
 
Gusm~o project was made only after that project

was faltering from failure to integrate water aspects into the agronomic system. In an effort to
 serve a contiguous project area, water for that

project is stored behind a small dam and trans
ported in 37 km of earth canals. Lower cost water
systems serving individual farm units are presently
'operative in the Brasilia area. 
Similar systems
may be encouraged by proper government incentives
 
and expertise.
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r the reg.* oicud 
n
 

agricultural structure of thergi. td 

creased water develpmentare by no means-remote.7. 

Summary and Conclusions:
 

'Ageneralized yield-water..responsetfunction was
 

developed on the basis of experimental results and ithe
 

predictionof no yield of corn after 22 successive 

days without :rain. The,combination of this response'; . 

......function:,with Wet!,season rainfall probabilities for 


n successivei days,without-rain,predicts long term-av

erage yields -of Only'54% of possible yields given the
 

In othei
capability to irrigate during the wet season. 


-
with -irrigation,long term average wet season5.
wordsi

production of corn would nearly double:...
 

The need for improved water control will become..:
 

.
increasingly apparent as farmers move away from tra

diti~nal crops and toward new cropping systems.:, Then,
 

improved 'water control may be required if yields are'
 

to be stabilized and costly fertilizer inputs repaid ..
 

Benefits from an irrigation capability in the dry 

,,season would ,be. in addit i n tothose mentioned above 



CHAPTERI IX '
 

'MANAGEMENT: OPTIONS, AND- RESEARCH NEEDS;-


Introduction,
 

Earlier chapters have described climatic and soil.
 

conditions and crop response which make water a limiting
 

factor in the agricultural production system in Brazil's
 

Central Plateau.- The-water constraint upon development
 

exists:not only for the dry season, but for the wet sea

•son as well. From a practical standpoint, the figures 

presented in Chapter II for expected number of multiple 

wetL season dry spells are perhaps the most revealing in 

terms of their qualitative relationship to risk and 

ag icu:tural development in the Cerrado. Long wet sea

son dry spells obviously will have an adverse effect
 

upon crop production and investment. Knowing that one
 

Jmay expect an 18-day dry, spell, or longer, 2 years in

)7')shouldraisequestions in'the mind of the planner, the 

investor ror-the farmer whocontemplates agricultural 

development of the 'Cerrado. :Under these erratic rain

fall distributions ; will 'intensive agriculture be'too 

.
risky t'o !warrant,the investment? 'What can be .done to
minimizethe risk?i chapter has'as its objective,ZThis 

th1e''eldatoo ,of -management, options whichminimize: 
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risk 'and which deal with the water problems as they ex

ist in the area. Soil and crop management practices to
 

minimize the potential effect of the wet season drought
 

hazard will be discussed. In addition, specificfire.;-,
 

search ,needs.willbeyidentified.
 

.The Problem:,

<,Whatis *the water problem? -Briefly fstated:.it-is,!
 

as-follows: for many crops such as corn rooting is.,
 

limited by concentrations of aluminum to the top 45 cm:.
 

of soil. Water and nutrient uptake must therefore oc

cur from a shallow zone of soil. The available water 

storage in these soils is less than for similar textured 

temperate.zone soils.- From May until September there, 

is no~rainfall. Wet season rainfall is erratic and re

search-indicates tht two weeks or more without rain, 

during the cropping season is not uncommon. Yields will 

,-vary greatly from one year to the next. Low native soil 

fertility and soaring fertilizer prices will mean 4 at 

agricultural development will be costly. Because c,.
 

year-to-year variation in rainfall, together with re

stricted rooting regimes and limited water supplying
 

capacity of the soils, it may be difficult to recover
 

costs in the absence of improved water management prac

tices.
 

Two general approaches are proposed to minimize the
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problem Stated above: . -These..may be termed' "soil manage

ment options" and- "crop management options". respective,

lyi The ;former will include irrigation!; liming i and:, , 

fertility .management practices. .;The .latter includes 

options-as to crop selection i variety selection, plant

ingdates and: cropping.sequences..
 

Soil-Management Options
 

Irrigation
 

Probably the most obvious solution to lack of -water
 

for cropping is to provide it through irrigation. :Pre-,
 

vious research has shown that even a single irrigation
 

during the wet season can spell the difference between.,
 

some yield and.crop failure.: This has already been;
 

recognized in practice in the Brasilia area. On-,the&.
 

Experiment Station, a low-cost gravity irrigation sys

tem-has been constructed and it is used regularly both
 

in the dry and the wet seasons to provide water for
 

cropping. Two of the more successful agricultural op

erations in the area, the Alexandre Guamao project and
 

the Fazenda San Antonio (John Bateman) have irrigation
 

systems which are used year-round. It may be noted
 

that the Bateman system was constructed at a cost esti

mated by the author at $50 per hectare.
 

Irrigation, in conjunction with improved fertility
 

practices, could be a solution to promote regional
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agricultural development over, a.wide (,area of ,,Central .., 

,Brazil. ,-Slopes are.conducive,,to irrigated cropping and,,
 

erosion generally is not a problem. However,-'thehigh
 

infiltration rates of the soils will make losses iin
 

gravity irrigation systoms extremely high,. Although
 

there is little concern now for over-irrigation,..ex

cept as it causes nutrient and top soil losses, - in 

time water supply will be a limiting -esource and one:; 

must recommend against gravity systems. A sprinkler. 

systemois viewed as the.best.-irrigation alternative at
 

.the;present7 time. ' , 

Even during the dry, season, water supply is-ade-, 

quate ;to- support significant cropping , :Pruntel (1975)1:! 

has estimated that from.5-10% of the Federal District:
 

couldbe irrigated in the dry season with construction
 

of-5all impoundments to store the water.:, This might ,
 

lead to a type of development of farm units having both
 

intensively cultivated portions on good slopes and, 


proximate to the source of water, together with mbre

extensive cattle type operations on other parts of the
 

property. Research might now be initiated on -the via

bility of this approach as a prototype to Cerrado de

velopment. Such research would include technological,
 

economic and sociological components.
 

Traditionally, Brazilian farmers have not practiced
 

irrigation, and it is not only the resources and hard
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ware whidimay :liniti adoption of the irrigationprac-wl' 

tice,bt ediication 'and,,trainnihg-as well. In .ithernear.!, 
future'it is;iunhikely that Airrigation -;%will be .the sole-' 

answerto solving-Central Brazils,water problems un--.
 

less ,,substantial investments are made in influencing

people to want the water and in training them to use. 

.it intelligently, This has"been shown to be a -diffi-

cult proposition even in areas havinga long: historji,1:

offreliance uponiirrigation. . 

Liming~ 

Iiming.!wilI be an integral part%of ,any intensive 

crop production system in Central Brazil. Liming these 

soils i's,, in essence, a soil-reclamation process neces

saryr for reducing aluminum concentrations to levels 

which will permit .growth of crops sensitive to the . 

aluminum. 

'Limestone deposits are widely distributed on the 

Central Plateau. The material is available in Brasilia 

atia,'acost of less than $10 per ton. Applications of 5 

'ton/ha have been shown to correct the aluminum problem 

in that immediate area. Preliminary data (Gonzales, 

personal communication) suggest that maintenance appli

cations will be required with intensive cropping.
 

During drought, it is likely that some but not all
 

of the benefits from deep limestone incorporations may
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beatti~ut~ d .tObetter water,,availability 04.Roting
 

of-crops rsuclh as.corn 
soybeans ,:,and,:cotton:-has-been
 

shoIwn,;,to ireflect ,depthof-incorporation.tof the liming
 

material.;'.Crops,.grown on deep limed soil:will with-,
 

stand,.wiltig:-longer than crops.grown .on shallowilimed .
 

soil.,-Even.under excellent soil moisture conditions,.,,
 

r corn
a yield advatntage of 1.6 ton/ha was obtained. f' 

This is strong argument forfrom:;deepiiIcorporations.. 

the practic:s of deep plowing and rotovation even: where
 

power is cositly. Limestone applied and simply disced
 

into the totsoil will lead to a surficial concentration.,
 

of. roots.-.which.may accentuate problems of nutrition
 

and/or !water 

.n terms; of-,the regional development process the-;
 

problems of liming are.twofold. First, there are 1o

gistic-probl.: ms involved in exploiting and distributing.
 

the liming mterial. Second, there are problems in 

proper;.use oi the material with power practices designed
 

fordeep incorporations. This is a problem which may
 

be met with institutional arrangements such as govern-,
 

ment sponsored motor pools providing equipment for hire.
 

Such an agency is.currently operational in the Fede.ralj
 

.. ,:,;
District. 


Fertility Management Practices, ,
 

The f &ctthat soils of the Central Plateauwill 
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require 'large and costly feiilizerinputs, partic~ularly:
 

phosphorus, 'means that a successful agriculture in'the: 

,
region will.require insurance against crop failure from :;


lack,of water and'from the subsequent-inability to,pay
 

bac fertilizer investments. A reduction in the,crop . '!!


requirement for fertilizers will mean a similar reduc

tion in the necessity for the water component as an,
 

-
insurance factor. This concept is a shift from inten-:;


sive agriculture requiring costly inputs to-an agricul

ture less dependent upon outside inputs. For the
 

Brasilia area it would appear that farmers are moving
 

away from the low input type of operation and towards
 

intensification of inputs.
 

Even'wvith this trend efforts can be directed to
 

reducing fertilizer requirements. For example, more
 

efficient placement of phosphorus in combined band and
 

broadcast applications can reduce phosphorus fixation
 

and permit crop uptake of phosphorus even when drought
 

may inactivate portions of the root zone. More effic

ient use of all fertilizers should be studied and re

commendations made as to sources, placement and amounts
 

of fertilizer material and timing of preferred fertili

ty practices.
 

Wet Land Utilization
 

In many 'areas of the Cera0d6 calized ;areas of
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seepage and/or perennial wetness occur. .,,These'. a ea.,, 

are, often on, black soils., (Aquox) which may, have somewhat 

better chemical properties than the well drained more
 

extensive Oxisols of the area. In locations where they
 

occur, these areas may be thought of as central to the.,,"
 

development of farm units since one may expect produc

tion on these soils well into the dry season. One,
 

aspect-of future research might focus upon production
 

systems for these soils.
 

Crop Management Options , ., . . -

Crop Selection
 

Certain crops are able to withstand adverse ,water 

and/or aluminum conditions, and can produce well under 

low native soil fertility. Efforts should be directed 

to encouraging the introduction of crops which fit into 

these categories and which are economically acceptable. 

Crops such as mangos and mandioca (cassava) are
 

examples of crops which produce well where others will
 

not. Brachiaria is a grass wLich remains green longer
 

into the dry season than do traditional forages of the
 

area. Research efforts should be directed to under

standing why these crops and others are well adapted to,
 

Cerrado conditions. Such basic understanding could be
 

of value in presenting breeders with plant "design
 

characteristics" basic to the success of other species.
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Varietal- Selection.. . , , 

As with-crop.-sele.tion the one, jof, de-.1problem1is 

.veloping varieties, which can: withstand. drought,-1 .,root- , 

well under4,high aluminum concentrations, and which can 

-produce well under the: low- native, soil fertility- condi

,tions. This is an area where much interest and research: 

is currently underway and breeders-in, many. parts, of the,. 

world are-looking -into,each -of. these .-areas. % 

,,In .terms of drought tolerance deeper rooted varie

ties would appear to have an advantage. Even if root
 

systems are not particularly proliferous at depth, a
 

few dispersed roots.may be of.considerable advantage
 

in view of the high capillary, conductivities reported
 

for the Brasilia Oxisol.
 

,Length of time to maturity is a second crop cri

teria,-which-can be related to drought tolerance. It
 

was pointed out that the variety of corn used.in the:
 

experiments was long to maturity (140 days) and lacked
 

uniformity in its reproductive habits, ie. tasseling
 

and+'silking occurred over a long period. These are
 

qualities which permit that corn variety to be rela

tively tolerant to water stress-and to produce some
 

grain.yield even under drought conditions. However,
 

in termsof year-round cropping delay in maturity is.
 

in essence a loss. This is particularly true in tropi-.
 

cal and sub-tropical climates where possibilities exist.
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:adequate, 

water ..control -anibe. assured -a~variety,,of.shorter .du

ration.'rwould 'b recommended., 'If 'in' 'the&.,ong, run irri--v'> 

gation is developed,,and agricultural":water supplies 

become limiting, the picture may again change.-...Al

though crop maturity may be delayed by .early
lack of-.
 

water, this may.be an acceptable alternative if:-other. 

priority allocations :tare-to6 be made for the:,water.- .
 

for: more complete use of :the environment 1'.If 


~.Planting Dates 

Results of the, climatic .analyses";-.indicate):that"' in .,,*-, 

most years wet season droughtswill.affect yields of
 

many crops. Management practices such as an early:
 

planting date should be chosen to take advantage of
 

likely rains in November and December and to minimize
 

the potential effect of the wet season drought hazard
 

which can occur with regularity after late December.
 

For example, corn might be planted as early as possible
 

in September or October so that in late December the
 

crop was in the late grain filling stages rather than
 

at tasseling. If good moisture conditions exist early
 

in the season, it would be advisable to plant an early
 

.maturing variety with a view to double cropping. As
 

pointed out above, a problem with earlier varieties is
 

that these tend to have a shorter and more time-specific
 

reproductive period which would make these varieties
 



more -suscepible;to'dro'ught shou1dP itA- occur.- However, 

the incidence of drought from-mid-Noveberitoliate 

December and coinciding with reproductiOn and grain 

filling"in early corn varieties 'has beenshown to be 

unusually low,. And as will be pointed out in the next
 

secti6n, the drought insurance is the second crop.
 

A second possible option for corn is a delayed
 

piantif4-datei for example, late November, so that
 

likely veranicos in late December and January would,--

come while the crop was still in the period of vegeta

tive growth. Drought: atthis stage might not be as
 

injurious as a drought on the crop at a more critical
 

stage. A delayed date of-planting should take into
 

consideration other likely'dry-periods in-late March.
 

as.the dry season approaches"I., 

Cropping Sequences 

Certai" sequences of crops such as corn followed 

by beans or sorghum are logical from the standpoint of 

more fully utilizing the rainy season. Both beans and 

sorghum are short crops and might be planted in February 

and harvested in May. Sorghum is accepted as a drought 

tolerant species. It is also quite susceptible to 

aluminum toxicity. Research on sorghum varieties less
 

sensitive to the aluminum is in progress in Brazil and
 

results may offer promise. If short varieties of tropi
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cal soybeans can,'.be developed which are less, affected 

by photoperiodicity , these -might alsoffa, -no de

sirable' 'Cropping sequence. 

Earliermaturing varieties ,have the advantage of'
 

permitting double or triple.cropping. One advantage,
 

is that with two or more crops,grown sequentially the..
 

likelihood of total,crop failure from,drought isre,

duced. Ai variation on.this wouldr'be to.,have several, 

staggered-planting dates,,of,a s ingle;; crop o.,t
obtain
 

the- same end. -A second advantage ofw two crops is'that,
 

fertilizer additions, particularly nitrogen and',potas

sium might be more fully recovered if provision is. made., 

for farming the same land.- Perhaps.the principle ad

vantage in shorter varieties and,multiple cropping is. 

more complete exploitation of%the land,and,sunlight,;to.,. 

produce needed foodstuffs.
 

This intensive approach-to agricultural production.>,
 

is not,,the one generally taken in locations where.., land 

is so .abundant. However, because farming in the Cerrado
 

will.'require base level additions of limestone, phqs

phorus and other nutrients before significant productiono
 

can be attained, there will be advantages in..exploiting.,
 

-
,the lands which have received these inputs. . -' 

Future Integrated Research
 

Several potentially productive ,.areas oI~f future ,re-,
 

http:can,'.be
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search have4already. been. described., ',These include the 
fol lowing 

1.>.The, investigation of ,the economic viability
 

of farm units combining-both extensive and
 

., 	 intensive enterprises including use of irri

,',igation,and/or perennially wet areas.
 

2. 	 Development of fertility management prac

tices which minimize fertilizer requirements
 

i and reduce the need for water as insurance 

against crop loss. 

3.:-.,. Selection of crops/varieties which can better 

withstand drought and whi.h, can: produce well 

- under low: native, fertility ':conditions. 

4. Development of-crop production: :systems which
 

are less vulnerable to.,wet season,.drought 

and which more",fully. utilize the%, year-round 

13V:-,%,.climatic potential of the area.'' 

:Five 'additional,lines of research are suggested: 

1. 	 ":.Farmers often comment that second crops do 

betterthan the first on Cerrado soils, or 

that rice is the only first crop for opening
 

up new land. No one at present is studying
 

*,.the microbiologic factors .'and transformations 

: implicit; in.these :observations. A practically 

orientedmicrobiologic, study,'would 'be valuble. 

in definingi:whdt; Is -thei effect of :microbiologi
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:cal action upon nutrient transformations.--%,i
 

This study would be especially timely 'in.' I
 

view of; the worldwide pressures upon fer!: .
 

, tilizer supply,.. 

2 Inthetropical environment disease: and in-.,. n. 


sect,control is especially crucial when
 

.year-round cropping is practiced. A year
 

and a,,half of continuous cropping .has re

sulted in; a.marked increase,ine.crop: losses.
 

dues to insects and disease. Efforts at
 

::chemical control have not been adequate.." "
 

q
,Field-research,,.consistent with,sound eco

.1ogical,,practices, needs to ,be initiated_,
 

,,,on:
methods of prevention .and,control of ., .
 

,-insects -and disease before,these factors.
 

become widespread problems.
 

3 Studies,-need to be made on ti-l'lage ,,manage-"
 

menton Cerrado soils, Possible.' topics of 

,interest and importance would -include: 

,,a.,- -,Methodsof land clearing, eg..burning. 

,,Should crop residues be returned to 

the, land? ,, 

c .Can soil-water properties, (water storage) 

be improved by mechanical operations? 

... .Should minimum tillage be practiced? 

.e. Can compaction be a problem on these soils?, 
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4. ,Duringn -wet;season ;1973-74; water man

iagenent res~arcfi .was,-.ini-tiated -to-determine 
,watder response functions for corn and the 

'I'effect .of veranicos, on yield. This research 

....w only partially successful ina3much as the 

range of water treatments was limited due to
 

well distributed rains. This work needs to
 

be continued, perhaps with other crops, so
 

that yield-water response functions may be
 

more adequately defined. These may then be
 

combined with veranico probabilities already
 

developed for the area to provide an estimate
 

of risk and expected wet season production.
 

5. The soils on the Alexandre Gusmao project are
 

Oxisols similar to those at the Experiment
 

.Station. Crop production there is represen

tative of what might occur in larger areas
 

,;of the Cerrado given the intensive inputs
 

of water, fertilizers and management. A
 

study of this project should be made to un

derstand the! production system which has
 

evolved in the few years since the project
 

was initiated. An important facet of that
 

study would focus on sociological questions,
 

for there appears to be a disparity in pro

duction between farms operated by Brazilians
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of Japanese ancestry and those operated by
 

native Br&zilians. Are different value sys

tems operative, or are the differences caused
 

by differences in accessibility to markets,
 

credit and technology? An understanding of
 

these and other questions may aid in elimina

ting potential constraints to expansion of
 

Cerrado development.
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